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1 : Introduction
Context
In 2000 the former Countryside Agency – now Natural
England - launched the Market Towns Initiative to mark
the new millennium. It did so in response to growing
public concern about the widespread deterioration of
such towns, due to altered lifestyles, new patterns of mass
retailing, and other social changes. The Initiative required
each market town to take a hard look at itself, by means
of a ‘healthcheck’. This would seek to identify its
strengths and weaknesses, together with the wide range
of threats and opportunities likely to be confronting it.
The Agency hoped that, on this basis and with the
maximum of community involvement, market towns
would be able to generate a clearer and better vision of
their future.
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Alton rose to this challenge. In 2005, the Alton town
community completed and published ‘Alton 2020: A plan
to shape Alton’s future’. This identified a number of
further projects that needed to be delivered in order to
achieve its overall vision for improvement. Not the least
of these was the preparation of a Town Design Statement
(TDS), as part of the work of the Alton Town Partnership
(ATP).
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their town. It is also hoped that it will make individual
landowners, householders and tenants aware of the
distinctive appearance of their neighbourhoods so that
any changes proposed for their properties fit in with the
greater whole. Like the ‘Alton 2020’ report, the present
document has therefore made substantial use of public
survey data, as further detailed in Appendices A & B.

Aims
The principal aims of the Alton TDS are:
• To generate appropriate design guidelines to influence
the planning and implementation of the town’s future
development;
• To articulate the views of the local community about
such development;

Alton 2020 Report

This TDS is directed principally at developers and
planners, and also at landowners, householders and
tenants. It is hoped that it will make clear to all of them
the wishes of the townspeople of Alton for the future of
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• To foster a better appreciation of the town and its
setting, both by its own residents and by those in the
surrounding area for whom it also provides a focal
point.

Scope and Layout
The geographical focus of this TDS is on the ‘civil parish’
of Alton which includes Holybourne. There are, of
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• Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings and the Local List
of Buildings of Local Importance.
• Design for Sustainability.
Appendices F and G list references and abbreviations.
Acknowledgements are given on the front of the pocket
inside the back cover.
The Design Guidelines – and Recommendations which
cover related aspects important to the people of Alton
but outside the scope of planning control – are given
where they arise naturally in the text in discussion of a
particular theme or area. For ease of reference, they are
repeated on separate pull-out sheets at the end of the
document.
Public viewing exhibit at Workshop

course, other villages in Alton’s hinterland, as shown on
Map 1, which have a quite substantial social, cultural, and
economic stake in the overall health of the town. A
number of these have already prepared their own Village
Design Statements, some of which are cited in Appendix F.
It is hoped that the present document will serve to
complement many of their own suggested guidelines for
future planning in East Hampshire.
Chapter 2 gives a brief history of Alton, the context for
its development.
Chapters 3 and 4 describe the town’s setting and
landscape, and its settlement pattern. They include some
Design Guidelines of an important but general nature
particularly concerning the interface between the town
and its surrounding countryside and changes to the
settlement pattern.
Chapter 5 is the crux of the document, describing the
built environment in distinctive parts of the town and
including relevant Design Guidelines for new or altered
buildings.
Chapters 6 and 7 deal with the natural environment,
biodiversity, recreation, and transport issues.
Supporting appendices give background information on
the process of preparing this TDS, the planning process
within which it sits, and sustainability design issues. They
also list references and abbreviations.
Appendices A, B, C, D and E deal with:
• procedure,
• the important public Involvement process,
• the planning context within which this TDS fits,
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Summary
This TDS has benefited from the support of the East
Hampshire District Council (EHDC), and has been
developed on the basis of extensive public involvement at
every stage.
It is therefore intended that the Design Guidelines be valid
eventually for adoption as a Supplementary Planning
Document (SPD) within the context of the Local
Development Framework (LDF) which will replace the
Local Plan (see Appendix C). This should ensure that the
wishes of the local community will be more effectively
considered as an integral part of the design and
development process for the future. Meanwhile, until
EHDC’s Core Strategy is completed and has been
subjected to a Sustainability Appraisal, they are adopted as
Non Statutory Planning Guidance for use during the
intervening period and thus already form a material
consideration in the determination of planning applications.
In sum, those who have worked on the detailed
preparation of this TDS believe that it fairly reflects the
views of Altonians, who demand that their town and its
setting be cared for, and that it should be shaped in
accordance with their own wishes. This is certainly not a
document that argues for the avoidance of change. Rather,
it is one which aims to encourage development that will be
proved to be not only sustainable, but also to have been
designed and located in a manner sympathetic to Alton’s
character and environment.
The design guidelines should be adhered to in order that
future inhabitants of Alton and Holybourne, while
acknowledging that changes will inevitably occur in their
town, may still continue to enjoy the rich legacies of
architecture and landscape that it has inherited from
previous generations.
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2 : Historical Context
Origins
The broad outlines of Alton’s history are well displayed in
the town’s Curtis Museum. While traces of Iron Age
fortification have been found on Holybourne Down, the
earliest firm evidence of settled habitation in the area
dates from Roman times. This takes the form of
archaeological remains found at Holybourne and nearby
Neatham (probably known as Vindomi to the Romans)
around the line of the road that ran southwards from
Silchester down to the coast at Chichester. The survivals
from the Saxon period include 7th-century grave goods,
and most notably the exquisite example of craftsmanship
that appears in the Curtis collection as the ‘Alton Buckle’.
This was also the epoch when the inhabitants of Alton
began to give their settlement a variety of names akin to
the town’s modern one (e.g. Æwielmtun, Æwielltun). If
the speculative derivation from the Anglo-Saxon for
‘farmstead by the great spring’ is correct, then this
labelling would directly reflect the fact that Alton did
indeed develop on a site near to the source of the
northern branch of the River Wey. In similar fashion one
of its tributaries provided the name of Holybourne,
where springs in the delightful area still marked by the
village church and pond fed a ‘sacred stream’ (Haligburna
in Saxon).

Nos 8 & 10 Turk Street, possibly the oldest house buildings in
Alton, 14/15th-century.
work in the Perpendicular style. In December 1643 during
the English Civil War, it was in St Lawrence’s churchyard –
and finally inside the church itself – that the Battle of Alton
reached its climax, with Cromwellians routing a Royalist
force. Thirty years later the local Quaker community built,
just across the road, another notable place of worship. This
still stands, in elegant simplicity, as reputedly the second
oldest Meeting House built solely for that purpose.

Growth
After the Norman invasion, the Wey became the boundary
for a division between two main manors called Alton
Eastbrook and Alton Westbrook. The former, which
included the parish church, was soon transferred from the
king’s ownership into that of Hyde Abbey at Winchester, as
part of a land exchange. Westbrook, which contained the
market place, still belonged to the crown at the time of the
Domesday Book (1086), but passed into other hands during
the 13th century. By then Alton had developed into an
important market centre for the surrounding villages, and in
Edward I’s so-called ‘model’ parliament of 1295 the town
was briefly represented at Westminster by two burgesses.
In 1320 Edward II granted Alton Westbrook the right to
hold an annual fair at Whitsun. Another was held each
August in the manor of Eastbrook, on the feast of St
Lawrence after whom the parish church had been named.
Like the church of the Holy Rood at Holybourne, the
present fabric of Alton St Lawrence includes features dating
from the immediate post-Conquest period. However, most
of the architecture now visible on this site is a product of
later enlargements and especially of early-15th century
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St Lawrence Church from Church Street
During the early modern epoch Alton had been
consolidating its position as a base for marketing and
manufacture. By the 1520s it ranked amongst England’s fifty
largest provincial towns. Alton already showed signs of linear
development connected with its position on the road from
London to Winchester, and possessed much of the street
pattern still familiar to us within the historic centre of today’s
larger urban settlement.
Weaving, fulling, and dyeing had become prominent
commercial activities in the late medieval period, and during
the 17th century tanning too grew in importance.
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17th-century Map of Centre of Alton (courtesy Curtis Museum)
surrounded Alton and Holybourne were a vital source of
high-quality supply to local brewers, who in due course came
to include such names as Crowley, Hall, Complin, and
Baverstock. Among the other forms of small-scale industrial
enterprise was paper production, where the need for
increased water power prompted the damming of the Wey at
what became Kings Pond. As further detailed in the
‘Architectural Overview’ (see Chapter 5), historical clues to
Alton’s prosperity remain evident in many of the elegant
building features that have survived both within the main
townscape and at Holybourne.

developing westwards towards the medieval archery site
known as The Butts. By then a railway connection to London
had existed since 1852, and an extension to Winchester since
1865. At the start of the twentieth century, Butts Junction
became the meeting point between this line and two new
branches running off to Basingstoke and to the Meon Valley.
The London services have continued to make Alton a notable
base for commuting. However, out of the three other
enlargements of the train network only one section now
survives. This takes the form of the steam-hauled ‘heritage
railway’ that continues to operate as the ‘Watercress Line’
from Alton down to New Alresford, along the first 15km
stretch of the former extension towards Winchester.
While farming has remained a key feature of Alton’s
hinterland, all the main industrial activities previously pursued
(apart from brewing) have ceased to sustain a major presence
within the town itself. During the 20th century other forms
of light manufacture developed, and in recent decades this
trend has increased on sites located around the outskirts of
the town. By the turn of the millennium Alton (with a
population of 16,000 in the 2001 census) had also developed
a strong profile in such ‘service’ sectors as finance, insurance,
and tourist agency. Not least, it had consolidated its
reputation as one of the UK’s leading locations for treatment
of the disabled. Although Sir William Treloar’s Hospital
(founded in 1908) no longer survives, the Trust that bears his
name has gone on promoting ‘enabling education’ of young
people through the centres of excellence in this particular
field of schooling, therapy, and care that continue in operation
at Treloar College, Holybourne, and at Treloar School, at
Upper Froyle nearby.

Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries
Alton, with its coaching inns (such as the Crown and the
Swan, both of which still survive), long benefited from its
advantageous position on the turnpike routes linking London
to Winchester and Southampton by one road and to
Portsmouth and Gosport by another. At the time of the first
official census, conducted in 1801, the population of Alton
stood at about 2,000
and that of Holybourne
and Neatham at around
360. Each of these
figures had roughly
doubled by the early
1870s, when the church
of All Saints was
designed in fine Gothic
Accommodation Wing of the 16th- revivalist style to serve
century George Inn, off the High St the area of ‘Newtown’

Alton Town Design Statement

Protecting the Legacies
Over the last forty years or so the settlement area covered
by this Design Statement has become not only significantly
enlarged but also more much densely occupied. A significant
majority of Altonians believe that, especially but not merely in
the 1960s and 1970s, the town suffered too many examples
of unpopular design within the rapidly changing built
environment. This has made them all the more anxious to
protect the many positive features of the distinguished
heritage that still survives. While the rest of this document
concentrates largely on design guidelines that are intended to
meet future needs and aspirations, those who live in and
around this attractive market town are right to expect that
the eventual fulfilment of the aims presented here will also
pay due heed to protecting the rich legacies of architecture
and landscape which Alton and Holybourne have inherited
from previous generations.
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3: Setting and Landscape
N

Reproduced by permission of Ordanance Survey © Crown Copyright, Licence No. 100046832

Civil Parish Boundary

Settlement Policy Boundary

Important views into and out
of the town

In the surveys of public opinion conducted for this Design Statement ,99% of respondents valued the varied countryside around Alton
and 88% mentioned the unbuilt skyline as a highly valued asset. The essence of Alton resides in the fact that the town is `hidden` from
the landscape whilst being an integral part of it. It is important therefore to ensure that the edge of Alton continues to be contained
to prevent development encroaching up into the downland and into the landscape that surrounds the town
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General Description
The market town of Alton, at the northern source of the
River Wey, is encircled by sloping downlands, woods and
fields, both arable and pasture, bounded by ancient
hedgerows. It is an important social and commercial
centre for the surrounding countryside.
It is not one single element that provides the intrinsic
landscape interest, but the composition as a whole. The
essence of Alton resides in the fact that the town is
‘hidden’ from the landscape whilst being an integral part
of it. It is important therefore to ensure that the edge of
Alton continues to be contained to prevent development
encroaching up into the downland and into the landscape
that surrounds the town. Some of the key views into
and out of the town are indicated on Map 3.

The Wey, which passes through the town from its source
on the western edge of Alton, merges quite gently with
the surrounding countryside. As it travels beside Mill
Lane it also has its own ‘Hanger’ where the chalk
escarpment briefly appears. Tributary streams ripple over
gravel and flint beds as they travel down to the Wey
which then meanders through flood plains and pastures
on its way north-eastwards towards Isington Mill. The
townspeople are very aware that chalk is the principal
groundwater resource of the country, supplying about
half of England’s population.

Boundaries
The built-up centre of Alton is a compact area about 3km
long by 2km wide lying in the river valley. Development
has been constrained from breaking the green skyline
formed by the neighbouring hills, which can be seen from
all parts of the town. The boundaries of the civil parish
include open country stretching 1.5km north-west to
Warrens Farm on the Basingstoke Road and up to 1km
south-east as far as the A31 bypass. On the west the
boundaries are shared with the villages of Beech and
Chawton, and on the north with Shalden. To the northeast, the civil parish of Alton encompasses the village of
Holybourne, separated visually from the main town area
by the green space of the Holybourne Gap.
According to the current (2007) draft mapping for the
proposed South Downs National Park (SDNP), Alton will
stand just beyond the boundary of the Park and will
constitute one of its most significant gateways on the
north-western side.

The beginning of the River Wey in the old water cress beds in
Flood Meadows

Landscape
The town is tightly and effectively contained within a
hollow on the eastern edge of the North Hampshire
Downs with chalk and clay to the north, west and southwest, and upper greensand and gault clay layers to the
north-east, east and south. It is an area of distinctive
character due to the change in nature of the underlying
geology and provides a beautiful lowland landscape, the
key to which is the mixture of Down and Weald and their
inter-relationship with current farming and estate
practices.

Alton Town Design Statement

River Wey at Mill Lane
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Past experience has shown that extraction at the source
of the River Wey can dramatically change its level through
the town. South East Water promised in 2003 to cease
pumping from the Wey Springs and the Environment
Agency has confirmed that they have ceased doing so.
Nevertheless SE Water is (in 2007/8) reconsidering this
policy. It is vital that the flood plains and river corridor
be protected from further development and from future
pumping so that this amenity is preserved for future
generations. However, it should be remembered that this
stretch of the Wey on occasion dries up naturally in the
summer as it is a ‘bourne.’

The surrounding countryside has a remote and quiet rural
character despite the proximity of the town and the A31
Winchester to London trunk road. It is a mixture of fields
with varied crops, woods, pasture and set-aside, with plenty
of cover for wildlife in the scattered copses and the wide
hedgerows which connect many of them. The undulating, yet
open, nature of the land allows panoramic views which give a
sense of space, freedom and tranquillity. Fields vary in size
from medium to quite extensive and are often bordered by
ancient hedgerows. While some exhibit the regular fieldpatterns characteristic of parliamentary enclosure, others
retain their older and more irregular shape. Much of the
woodland to the north and west of Alton is pre-1600. As
well as providing significant biodiversity (see also Chapter 6),
the surrounding countryside has a positive impact on all
who live or work in Alton, or who are simply visitors.

Public Comment from Surveys
Alton’s setting, surrounded by varied countryside, was
valued by 99% of respondents to the ‘Alton 2020’
survey reported in 2005.

Design Guideline

The River Wey at Amery Street

3.3 Important vistas into and out of the town, as
shown in the accompanying map, should be
protected.

Design Guidelines
3.1 Flood plains and river corridors through the town
should be protected from further development
and enhanced so that they can fulfil their purpose
and to ensure that these visual and wildlife
amenities are preserved for future generations.
3.2 Rivers, ponds and their banks should be retained
as a valued amenity and habitat for wild life.

Recommendation
R3.1 Watercourses in the town should be regularly
maintained clear of weed and debris to enhance
adequate flow and limit flooding. Wildlife surveys
should be undertakan and any necessary licences
and consence obtained before any maintenance
work is undertaken in the river.
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Recommendations
R3.2 The varied nature of the working farmland
around the town, especially Holybourne, with its
pattern of fields and woods, trees and
hedgerows, gives the character of a rural market
town. This varied farmland should continue to
be encouraged and protected from encroaching
development”.
R3.3 Landowners should be encouraged to consider
ways of maximizing biodiversity and minimizing
pollution by reducing their use of agrochemicals,
including nitrogen fertiliser.
R3.4 Existing hedgerows and unmade lanes should be
preserved enhanced and expanded.

Alton Town Design Statement
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There are green spaces throughout the town such as
Anstey Park, King’s Pond, the Holybourne Gap and the
Butts. There is also an area of connecting open spaces,
just to the north of the centre, made up of allotments,
school playing fields, a cemetery and Flood Meadows.
They allow the countryside to become an integral part of
the town. The number of significant trees throughout the
town and the lack of high-rise buildings enhance this key
feature of Alton.

views available from within the proposed South Downs
National Park, exemplified by the prospect of Windmill
Hill as seen from Chawton.

Skyline looking north over the old Maltings and the brewery

King’s Pond

Design Guideline
3.4 Tree cover should be maintained and enhanced,
especially of trees which will attain significant size,
by replacing trees near the end of their life with
others of similar type and eventual profile, and by
encouraging developers to incorporate tree
planting using the above principle.

View from Greenfields Avenue to west.

Skyline
From most viewpoints surrounding Alton, the town
disappears within the landscape as development has not
been extended to the skyline. Looking south-west from
Brockham Hill it is difficult to believe a town exists at all.
A sixth-form student said of the view south from Alton
College: “It is so beautiful looking from here over the
town to the fields beyond - please do not allow them to
develop further”. The skyline is crucial to Alton’s
distinctive ‘sense of place’ and enhances the outward

Alton Town Design Statement

View south from above Grebe Close
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Public Comment from Surveys
∑ The skyline is a highly valued asset to Alton,
mentioned by 88% of respondents to the TDS survey
in 2006.

Design Guideline
3.5 The skyline on the hills surrounding Alton is one
of its most valuable and appreciated features.
Development should continue to be contained
from encroaching up into the surrounding
downland and onto the skyline.

Communications
Main communications travel south-west to north-east
along a route used by pilgrims and ancient Britons before
them. The railway line towards Farnham follows the
River Wey, as does the A31 which bypasses Alton to the
south-east. As it skirts Alton this trunk route is at its
furthest only a kilometre away, yet the town can barely be
seen. Both gateways into Alton from the A31 give a rural
impression, with the town hidden behind Lynch Hill at the
eastern entrance and behind the wooded railway
embankment at the western one.

attractive entrances to the town, as is the Watercress
Line, approaching from Alresford; and they all should
remain so.

Design Guideline
3.6 The road entrances to the town are attractive
gateway features and they should be protected
from inappropriate new development. The same
applies to the Watercress Line’s entry from
Alresford.

Public access and long distance footpaths
The countryside and woods surrounding Alton are
serviced by many well used paths and bridleways. Some
cross the A31, which can be quite a hazardous
experience.
The town lies at the junction of two long distance
footpaths – the 34-mile-long St Swithun’s Way which runs
from Winchester to Farnham following the general
direction of the Pilgrims Way, and the 21-mile Hangers
Way which starts at Alton Station and travels along a
series of steep-sided hills known as “The Hangers” to the
Queen Elizabeth Country Park.
There are cycleways in the town, but most of these are
merely painted on the road surface and are not separated
from motor traffic.
Where possible, the towns footpaths and cycleways could
be expanded to link to the pedestrian network and the
wider countryside.

Butts Bridge, a gateway to Alton
Other roads leading north and north-westwards out of
Alton quickly disappear from sight in undulating
countryside. Some of them are hidden behind thick
hedges, some are tree-lined, and some are sunken lanes.
Windmill Hill hides the roadways that run south and
south-eastwards out of town. In all cases the roads are
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Industry

Retail & Commerce

Housing developed originally along the Butts, Anstey and London Roads before the 20th-century estates were built further out, where
they are usually of a lower density. Commerce is to be found along the linear main street, from Butts Road to High Street, Normandy
Street and Anstey Road. Industry is concentrated in the Mill Lane estate, in two newer areas along the Wilsom Road, and in areas by
the station and the brewery.

Alton Town Design Statement
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4: Settlement Pattern
Alton’s overall shape and setting is described in Chapters
3 and 5 and shown on Map 4. Housing developed along
Butts and Anstey Roads, before the 20th-century estates
further out, where they are usually of a lower density.
Most commerce is to be found along its linear main
street, from Butts Road, High Street, Normandy Street to
Anstey Road. Some is also to be found in Cross and
Pillory Lane and Turk Street. Industry is concentrated
into the Mill Lane estate, in two newer and smaller
estates along Wilsom Road, and in areas by the station
and at the brewery.
Retail activity stretches along the High Street and
Normandy Street, Market Street and the first part of
Turk Street inside Drayman’s Way. A handful of shops can
be found in Cross and Pillory Lane, in Butts and Anstey
Roads and in London Road, Holybourne. One large
supermarket is outside Drayman’s Way at its west end.
There are no other shops away from the town centre in
the residential areas except for a few in Southview Rise
and one in Anstey Lane near the Manor estate. A few
trade stores can be found in Mill Lane industrial estate,
including a new large DIY store. Littlefield Road, off
Anstey Road, is the site of a timber yard and a glass shop.
A builders’ supplies yard is to be found at the end of
Winchester Road, actually within the parish of Chawton.

Public Comment from Surveys
• 89% or respondents to the 2005 survey reported
that they did most of their shopping in Alton.

Street at the west end, and the railway station at the
east end.
The only remaining petrol filling stations are at the
supermarket at the west end of Drayman’s Way and on
Butts Road.
The weekly markets held in the town centre are popular,
as are the more occasional farmers’ and continental ones.
Alton is surrounded by farms and their activities
contribute to maintaining the setting of the town. A
number of agricultural suppliers are located in and
around the town.

Design Guidelines
4.1 Mixed development of housing, local
convenience retail, and small scale commercial
offices should be encouraged subject to
adequate infrastructure, transport and facilities.
4.2 New development should generally enhance as
well as respect the character of particular areas.
Where it is necessary to build to a higher
density, it is particularly important that the
design is of high quality, avoiding the appearance
of over-crowding and that adequate
infrastructure is provided.
4.3 Higher residential density should still provide
appropriate individual amenity space for each
dwelling.

Offices and banks are similarly concentrated along the
High Street and Normandy Street, with a small number in
Cross and Pillory Lane, and in Market, Lenten and Turk
Streets. There are also several larger and newer office
blocks in the Mill Lane and Omega Park industrial estates.
Public houses, hotels and restaurants are distributed along
the length of the town from The Butts to Holybourne and
along Market Street. There are also the comparatively
isolated Eight Bells opposite to St Lawrence Church and
the Gentleman Jim on Wooteys Way.
Car parks are distributed behind the High Street /
Normandy Street frontages between Ladyplace and Turk
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ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTER AREAS:

1. Historic Areas
1.1 Historic Centre
1.2 New Town
1.3 Normandy Street/Anstey Road

Civil Parish Boundary
Conservation Areas

2. Outer Residential Areas
2.1 Western Area
2.2 Southern Area
2.3 Northern Area
3. Industral Areas
4. Holybourne

Alton Town Design Statement
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5: Architectural Overview

Introduction
The market town of Alton retains its historical linear
character along the main road from London to
Winchester, as exemplified from London Road
Holybourne, through Anstey Road, Normandy Street,
High Street and Butts Road to Winchester Road.
Residential and industrial areas have developed to each
side. For the purposes of this TDS, the town’s
architectural appearance is considered in relation to four
areas, including the four Conservation Areas (see
Appendix D), that possess different characteristics. These
areas are shown on Map 5 as well as the civil parish
boundary, which includes Holybourne:
1. The Central Older Areas (including the Historic
Centre (1.1), Newtown (1.2), and Anstey (1.3) Areas);
2. The Outer Residential Areas to the west (2.1, including
the Butts Conservation Area), south (2.2) and north
(2.3);
3. The Industrial Areas, including Mill Lane and Omega
and Delta Parks on Wilsom Road;
4. Holybourne Village (including the Conservation Area).
Complementing the built environment are the very
important and valuable assets in the form of green spaces.
These include the Public Gardens and St Lawrence
Churchyard in the centre; King’s Pond and Flood Meadow
nearby, and the Butts Green, Anstey Park and the
Holybourne Gap further out; and in Holybourne the
areas of the village pond, churchyard, sports ground and
playground.

Public Comment from Surveys
• The market town character of Alton is valued by
over 90% of respondents to the surveys of 2005
and 2006.
• 94% of the 2005 respondents emphasized the need
for good design in new developments and 80%
thought the environment should take priority over
new development.

Design Guidelines 5.1 – 5.20 apply to the whole civil
parish of Alton and Holybourne, in both the older and
newer areas, whereas 5.21 – 5.41 are specific to certain
areas.
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Similarly, the related Recommendations R5.1 – R5.4 apply
to the whole civil parish of Alton and Holybourne, in both
the older and newer areas, whereas R5.5 – R5.13 are
specific to certain parts of the town.

Design Guidelines for application
throughout the whole civil parish of
Alton and Holybourne
5.1 Sustainable designs should be encouraged
wherever practicable and there should be a
presumption in favour of them.
5.2 Design should be functional and practical.
Where possible, construction methods should
be simple and appropriate for the building’s use.
The use of long-lasting and maintenance-free
materials is to be encouraged.
5.3 New buildings should be complementary to,
but do not need to imitate, the buildings in
their vicinity.
5.4 It is to be expected that, new designs will
respect their architectural surroundings in
terms of scale, materials and form. Good and
innovative contemporary design should be
encouraged provided it is suitable to its
context. Such cases will need to be considered
on their merits.
5.5 Extensions to buildings should generally be
designed to respect the style, scale and
materials of the original building and be
subservient to it. Dormer windows should not
dominate the roofscape
5.6 Building heights should be carefully considered
in respect of local scale and the effect on the
local and general skyline.
5.7 Where new buildings are intended to imitate
or continue a particular stylistic tradition it is
important that this is carried through
wholeheartedly and that the design shows a
proper understanding of that tradition. This will
include such details as eaves, roof verges,
dormer windows, window openings, cills, the
external joinery, and porches. For all of these
details cues should be taken from good local
examples.
5.8 The use of uPVC windows and doors cannot
be ruled out completely. However, where they
are permitted, the correct selection of model
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and type will be crucial to the appearance of a
building. Good quality painted timber will
usually be preferred in smaller-scale buildings of
traditional design.
5.9 In existing buildings, the loss of original features
that contribute to texture, scale and visual
interest is to be avoided. These include
chimneys, joinery (sash windows especially),
porches and boundary walls.
5.10 Space should be provided for re-cycling/refuse
bins and for bicycles.
5.11 Back-land development should be designed to
minimise any adverse effect on the
surrounding properties and the character of
the neighbourhood, and must be supported by
adequate infrastructure, particularly access.
5.12 Adequate parking, both off-street and
kerbside, should be provided.
5.13 The physical characteristics of the land, such
as geology, slope, and drainage should be given
full prominence in the early stages of
development planning.
5.14 The ground’s capacity to absorb water should
be increased (to recharge the chalk aquifer) by
encouraging the use of sustainable urban
drainage systems (SUDS) and ensuring that
developers make better provision than is
currently the case.
5.15 Street lighting and illuminated surfaces should
be designed to minimise light pollution, glare
and spillage.
5.16 Telecommunications equipment should be
sited sensitively so that it has the minimum
adverse effect on the landscape and
streetscene.
5.17 Where there is an opportunity, exposed
overhead telephone and electric cables should
be buried.
5.18 Existing front gardens, whether individual and
bounded by hedges or walls, or landscaped
common areas, should be respected. Where
individual front gardens survive, it is
undesirable to convert them into car parking
but, where this is inevitable if off-street
parking is to be achieved, the effect can be
mitigated by the retention of dividing walls
and piers marking the property boundaries,
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and by adoption of a suitable permeable
surfacing material.
5.19 Landscaped areas of public space including
boidiversity benefits, should be provided in all
future developments but arrangements for
their maintenance should be clearly
understood at the outset.
5.20 Existing hedgerows and trees (eg the
Wellingtonias in Crowley Drive) should be
preserved where possible. Any trees cut
down should be replaced in the locality) with
suitable species

Recommendation
R5.1 Where surrounding fields slope towards the town,
landowners should be encouraged to maintain
existing ditches or construct new ones or swales
to direct run-off away from built-up areas.
R5.2 Alton has many alleyways and footpaths and
they should be preserved, maintained, and
adequately lit.
R5.3 In new developments, alleyways, footpaths and
cycleways should be encouraged wherever
possible and they should link up with existing
ones to improve access across the town.
R5.4 Telecommunications equipment should be sited
sensitively so that any possible radiation does not
affect people, particularly the young or very old.

5.1 The Central Older Areas (the Historic
Centre, Newtown and Anstey)
The Historic Centre (Area 1.1)
The historic centre of Alton matches broadly the
boundaries of the Conservation Area and of the medieval
town. Thus its principal elements are the High Street,
Normandy Street, Market Street/Lenten Street, Turk
Street, and Church Street. As a whole, the centre looks
Georgian but this is misleading. The street pattern is
medieval and has changed little from the 17th-century
map (reproduced by the Curtis Museum). Some of the
buildings still show 15th (one even 14th) or 16th-century
origins and, behind later 18th-century facades, earlier
timber-frame buildings often survive. Alton was not a
new foundation like New Alresford, c. 1200; nor did it
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suffer a major fire triggering wholesale rebuilding and
street widening, like some other typical Hampshire towns
with their wide Georgian streets; rather it grew
organically.
The five key characteristics of the Conservation Area are:
• the surviving medieval street pattern;
• the many historic buildings of different ages and local
vernacular details, generally in their original narrow plots;
• the Market Square and buildings forming the streets and
alleys leading to it;

• the focal point of St Lawrence Church in the townscape
(the church is mostly early-15th-century and
incorporates work of three centuries before that, while
the buildings around the churchyard are small-scale);
• the surviving brick pavements.

Friends’ Meeting House, Church Street, 17th-century.

Curtis Museum & Assembly Rooms, 19th-century

Geale’s Almshouses, Church Street, 17th-century

Swan Hotel, High Street, 18th-century

Top of Crown Hill

Lansdowne House, No 74 High Street, now HSBC Bank. 18th-century
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There are some fine large trees in St Lawrence
Churchyard (Wellingtonias), in the Public Gardens, and
along the frontage of the Alton House Hotel and St
Mary’s Roman Catholic Church.
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No 1,High St, Rodney House, 17th-century

New Library,Vicarage Hill, early-21st century.

Town Hall, Market Square, early-19th century
The centre includes a surprisingly large number of listed
buildings (more than ninety), all Grade II except St
Lawrence Church which is Grade I.
Modern buildings of quality have appeared in the postwar period. These include, for example, the new Public
Library (2004) and Cross and Pillory House (1983).
Outside the Conservation Area there are the
supermarket on the corner of the High Street and
Drayman’s Way (1979), the nearby Methodist Church
(1980) and St Mary’s Roman Catholic Church on the
corner of Normandy Street and Paper Mill Lane (1966).
These examples are very different in style, and perhaps
not to everyone's taste. However, without seeking
directly to imitate their neighbours, all of them share the
attributes of strong design vision, good quality materials,
attention to detail, and respect for context. These are
qualities that we would like to see in all new
developments.

Alton Town Design Statement

Supermarket and Methodist Church development on High
Street / Draymans Way junction

St Mary’s RC Church, Normandy Street, from Station Road,
mid-20th century.
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Public Comment from Surveys
• 96% of respondents to the survey of 2005
appreciated the historic buildings in the town
centre and wanted more to be done to preserve
them.

Westbrooke Walk, opened up late-20th century

The Bear,Westbrooke Walk, public sculpture
The Grade II listed Alton House Hotel has been enlarged
successfully by two side wings, well proportioned in
matching style but a little smaller so that they are
differentiated from the original building. Behind it, on
Paper Mill Lane, stands the curious 19th-century Rock
Cottage, also Listed Grade II. Opposite stands the 19thcentury Alton County Infants School. All these are
worthy of inclusion in an extended Conservation Area.
There have been derelict areas but most of these have
now been acceptably developed.

Alton House Hotel, Normandy St, early-19th century, extended
late-20th century
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Design Guidelines for application in
Alton’s older central areas, the
Conservation Areas of Anstey and the
Butts, and Holybourne
5.21 Particularly in Conservation Areas (eg The
Historic Centre, The Butts, Anstey and
Holybourne), new development should
conserve and enhance the character of the
older buildings and their setting.
5.22 The medieval street pattern and alleyways in
the historic centre should be respected by any
new development and surviving brick
pavements preserved.
5.23 Construction materials should be selected
from those in common use in the relevant
part of the town.
5.24 For walls, red brick or pale render are to be
preferred.
5.25 Windows in the 18th– and 19th–century
areas should be vertically proportioned or
sub-divided to achieve verticality, using sliding
sashes where appropriate. In the older
‘cottage’ buildings, casement windows should
have small panes. uPVC is to be avoided
especially in Conservation Areas but, where it
is adopted elsewhere, its design should be
carefully considered to match the prevailing
style of the street.
5.26 Doors and Porches should suit the
appearance and construction of the building
and the overall building line. Doors are
traditionally panelled, sometimes including
glazing. Mass-produced doors are often not
appropriate, particularly when used to
‘improve’ older properties. For example,
fanlights should be part of the door frame and
not included in the door itself.
5.27 Shop Fronts should reflect the style of
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building in which they are set; use of plastic is
to be avoided; hanging signs will be welcomed
if appropriately designed.
5.28 Roofing (where visible) should be in
traditional materials (plain tiles, natural slate
or lead).
5.29 Dormer windows should be carefully designed
in relation to the roof in which they are set. They
should be ridged or flat, with the pitch reflecting
that of the main roof.
5.30 Chimneys are a significant architectural
feature giving character to buildings and their
streetscape. They should be preserved where
possible (even if sealed to prevent heat loss).

Roof covering – originally natural slate but a
good imitation would be acceptable. Concrete
tiles to be avoided, also random penetrations
from rooflights on the street side.

5.31 Streetscape: over-elaboration in selection of
surfacing material and design of hard
landscaping should be avoided; drainage across
pavements should be avoided; street furniture
should be selected with care.

Recommendation for the Historic Centre
R5.5 The Historic Centre and the Anstey
Conservation Areas should be extended to
include the Alton County Infants School, the
Workhouse, and the former Eggar’s School.

Chimney stacks with the original
pots are characteristic and should
be retained. They contribute to the
interest of the silhouette.

Windows are in timber, normally
as double hung sashes set behind
the face brickwork. They are
integral to the character of the
house and should be retained or
replaced to match.

Front doors are often recessed,
with glazed fanlights above. Most
original doors have four panels of
which the upper ones are often
glazed.

Bay windows come in several forms. The roof
covering should match that of the main roof.
The timber framework and windows should
be retained or replaced to match the original.

Back additions, if
any, are subservient
to the main body
of the house.

Almost all houses of this date have front
gardens, some very small. These can be
bounded by walls or fences and hedges. The
loss of these to parking, although for
understandable reasons, is to be regretted.

A characteristic Alton house of around 1900
– especially typical of (but not exclusive to) the Newtown area
showing many of the important features that should be preserved where possible.

Alton Town Design Statement
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Newtown, the residential area north of the
railway, between the historic centre and
Queens Road, also including the Turk
Street and the Mount Pleasant area, and
the brewery site (Area 1.2)
Except for the brewery site alongside Turk Street and
Sainsbury’s supermarket, this is a largely residential area
of late-Victorian and Edwardian buildings. Its southern
and western parts comprise houses built between the
1870s and the First World War, during Alton’s expansion
into Newtown.
Key characteristics of the area are:
• the predominant building materials, which are red brick
(occasionally rendered and painted) with wooden sash
windows and slate roofs.

Willow Ct Ackender Rd, echoing the local turn of century
vernacular.

• the terraces or rows of semi-detached houses of a
uniform design, which give a specific appearance and
character to its streets.
• the houses south of Butts Road, which usually abut right
onto the pavement; their front gardens, if present, are
very small and not capable of being turned into car
parks.
• the front gardens to all houses north of Butts Road.
From the point of view of appearance, it is to be
regretted that many of these have been flattened for car
parking, sometimes with the removal of the front
boundary hedge or wall.
Queens Road, Note some surviving sash windows

Ackender Road, Note surviving sash windows.
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Rack Close Road. Note front gardens with boundary fences or
walls. Slate roofs and several original windows retained.
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Westbrooke Road. Note front gardens with boundary fences
or walls. Some slate roofs and some original windows
retained.

Upper Grove Road. Note original door and period glazing
detail

Kingsland Road. Note
front gardens and
fences retained and
some original windows.
Note also overhead
electric wires which are
prevalent throughout
Newtown and most of
C19th Alton and
should be buried as
soon as possible.

Culverton House, Lower Turk Street. Early-19th century. Note
balcony ironwork

Mount Pleasant Road. Note intricate brick and tile work and
survival of most front gardens and boundary walls.
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Most of the houses are small-scale, although a few larger
detached houses in the same vernacular can be found in
Ackender, Mount Pleasant and Queens Roads and Tower
Street. So far, only two larger developments have been built:
Willow Court in Ackender Road which uses brick walls and
a slate roof with only a few elements of three storeys, and
Barton End in Lenten Street where the old house has been
surrounded by small brick terraces with concrete tiled
roofs in the gardens and with no direct street frontage.
Another larger development has recently been built on the
site of the old Warrens Warehouse in Ackender Road. A
few mid-20th century detached houses have also been built,
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taking away from the uniformity of the street in Ackender
and Queens Roads; those south of Butts Road are usually in
cul-de-sacs behind the street frontage.
North of Butts Road, front gardens are increasingly being
converted to car parking bays. In some cases the depth is
not really sufficient and so cars project onto and
dangerously block the footway, particularly with unexpected
exhaust pipes or towing hooks. There are also some fine
specimen trees in the gardens of some of these houses.
This area shows graphically how uPVC double glazing and
roof lights are becoming more common and, despite their
usefulness, spoil the appearance of the streetscape. Used
with care, however, double glazing can be sympathetic to
the original form of the windows and to the overall
architecture. Even sash windows can be realistically
reproduced in uPVC and care taken in doing so is well
worthwhile.
South of Butts Road, the streets are very narrow. With
most of the houses abutting the pavement directly, there
are no (or very small) front gardens. Congested kerbside
parking is a real problem.
There are thirteen listed buildings in this area, including
Culverton House in Lower Turk Street which dates back to
the early-19th century. Most of the others were
constructed in the late-19th century or just before the First
World War. A notable example is St Mary’s Home Chapel
(1913), designed by W.D. Caröe. The last unaltered (on the
exterior) maltings building, on Turk Street, is currently
(2008) under threat of demolition for a small supermarket.

One derelict site presently (2007) remains, at the location
of the former gas works adjacent to No 32 Butts Road.
This might reasonably accommodate a dozen or so
residential units, and an outline planning application has
been under consideration and has recently won on appeal.
The site is heavily polluted and the necessary clean-up costs
will be high although use of the whole site back to
Whitedown might make this viable. Developers have failed
so far to obtain the whole site which suffers from divided
ownership, albeit mostly within the former British Gas.
However, it lies alongside one of the most important
gateways into the heart of Alton.

Design Guidelines for Newtown
5.32 Roofing should usually be in natural slate.
5.33 Bay windows should have their roofs at a pitch
reflecting that of the main roof and be of the
same material.
5.34 Roof extensions should respect the
surrounding styles and, generally, face away
from the street frontage.
5.35 If planning permission is needed for roof lights
or solar panels on the street frontage, then
care should be taken to achieve a measure of
uniformity along the street and respect its
character. Low-profile units should be
selected.

Recommendations for Newtown
R5.6 Newtown should be considered for designation
as a Conservation Area.
R5.7 The maltings building on Turk Street should be
preserved as a building of local historical
importance.
R5.8 No 32 Butts Road, the old gas works, is
currently (2008) a disfiguring derelict site on
one of the main approaches to Alton.
A welcome proposal for its redevelopment has
won a planning appeal and, hopefully, will soon
go ahead. Efforts should continue to be made to
secure ownership of the rest of the site so that
a comprehensive redevelopment can be
initiated.
Old Maltings, Lower Turk Street. Externally unaltered.
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Anstey Road east of the historic centre, up
to the Holybourne junction of London
Road (including the Anstey Conservation
Area) – (Area 1.3)

17th-century. Many of these retain original materials and
details, especially in windows, doorcases, chimneys, and
roofing. Various species of mature trees not only frame
individual structures in their own setting but also enhance
the overall background to groups of buildings.

The western end of Anstey Road is densely built up as it
leaves Normandy Street and the Historic Centre (Area
1.1) As it continues to the east, the buildings gradually
become more spaced out, cottage front gardens appear,
with Anstey Park on the other side of the road, and it
opens up to become the Anstey Conservation Area.

Old Eggars School, Anstey Road, mostly 17th-century.
Converted to flats and sympathetic new houses built behind.

Chesham, and Nos 68-79 Anstey Road. Note front gardens
and picket fencing.

Old Workhouse, Anstey Road. Late-18th century. Converted
into flats and additional wings behind.

Key characteristics of this area include:

Anstey Park Playing Fields
This runs along Anstey Road, mostly on the south side,
from Anstey Lane to the Queens Head Inn and the edge
of Holybourne. This pleasing eastern entrance to the
town includes some fifteen listed buildings, dating from
the late-17th to the early-19th centuries and ranging
from colour-washed terraces of small cottages to quite
large detached houses with their own gardens and to the
late-18th century former Workhouse and to the former
Eggar’s Grammar School, parts of which date back to the
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• Anstey Road, which is almost entirely residential with
large individual gardens, large plot sizes and fine
specimen trees, and is complemented by Anstey Park, a
wide expanse of grassed sports ground.
• buildings which date mostly from the turn of the 19th
and 20th centuries, though some of the larger examples
towards Holybourne are early-19th or late-18th
century.
• the predominant building materials which are red brick
(occasionally rendered and painted) with wooden sash
windows and slate roofs.
• front gardens, very few of which have been converted
to car parking and nearly all of which preserve their
boundary walls, hedges or fences.
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Behind the frontage of this road on its northern side,
small-scale residential building is again encountered. This
takes the form of detached, semi-detached and terraced
houses from the late-19th to the mid-20th centuries,
which ascend the hill without going so far as to break the
vital open skyline.

said to be of a distinctive character that is of its own time.
This is something that should be encouraged in newer
developments rather than merely imitating styles from the
past, often not very well. It is to be welcomed that some
of those currently in the planning stage continue to provide
generous areas of landscaped communal space.

Recommendation for Anstey Road
See R5.5 for extending the Historic Centre and
Anstey Conservation Areas.

5.2 The Outer Residential Areas, to the west,
south and north
The outer residential areas date mostly from the mid-20th
century, apart from Basingstoke and Kings Roads and The
Butts. Their chief characteristics include:

hipley Close, echoing gables of Victorian villas nearby.

• mixed detached and semi-detached houses in their own plots.
• brick walls (sometimes rendered and painted) with tiled roofs.
• grass landscaping to the sides of the streets and between
groups of houses.
• restriction of the built area below the green skyline
surrounding Alton.
The general design guidelines, 5.1 – 5.20, at the beginning of
this chapter apply to all these residential areas, which are
predominantly 20th-century. In addition, guidelines 5.21 –
5.31, which apply to the older and conservation areas, apply
to The Butts.
Alton’s larger housing schemes are described in the next
three sections. They generally provide significant shared
open space with attractive landscaping and this should be
continued in new schemes. The design of buildings in some
of the schemes demonstrates a concern for context, eg
Shipley Close where the style of the frontage houses echoes
the Victorian houses found elsewhere in this part of Alton.
The wide gables of the Mary Rose Mews development
reflect the gables of the adjacent old Eggar’s Grammar
School. The Ladyplace Flats, with their gables, allude to the
brewery and bakery buildings once in the town. The
Lamports flats between the station and the River Wey are
more modern and reminiscent of the industrial style
sometimes found in dockland developments, giving a
definite sense of context that is appropriate to a site
between the railway and the industrial area. However
there are few new schemes where the architecture can be
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Mary Rose Mews Old Peoples’ Home, the wide gables echoing
those of the old Eggar’s School.

Lamports Flats reminiscent of docklands style.
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Also it is hoped that
these newer
developments will take
sustainable design
seriously, eg with well
designed solar panels to
provide water heating
and/or electricity and
with grey water systems
to conserve this
valuable resource (see
Appendix E).

The Whitedown Estate, dating from the mid-20th century
and originally commissioned as council housing, is very well
designed and worthy of consideration for designation as a
further Conservation Area. There is good detailing to the
massing of the different groups and, in particular, to the
entrance porches and balconies and, in Borovere Gardens,
to the bay windows.The street frontages too generally
benefit from their communal landscaping.

Kingdon’s Mews, showing
brewery/industrial motifs

The Western Residential Area, west of
Queens Road (including The Butts
Conservation Area) – (Area 2.1)
This area is almost entirely residential except for some
public and leisure buildings along Chawton Park Road.
Butts Road, and particularly The Butts itself, is
predominantly characterized by 19th-century buildings. The
listed items include Miss Bell’s fountain opposite Borovere
Lane, as well as Butts House and the French Horn public
house, both of which date from the 18th century. These
two buildings on The Butts, together with the row of largely
late-Victorian houses running along its northern side, help
to frame the tree-lined triangular green that provides a
most pleasing western entrance to Alton and constitutes
the central feature of this Conservation Area. As custodian
of the common land at The Butts, Alton Town Council
sustains a programme of ongoing tree replacement that
reflects due awareness of the importance of trees in
enhancing a townscape (see also Chapter 7).

The Butts, 19th-century houses
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Whitedown Estate, mid 20th-century. Miss Bell’s 19th-century
fountain (now a light) on left

Recommendation for the Western
residential area
R5.9 The Whitedown Estate should be considered for
designation as a Conservation Area.
Basingstoke and Kings Roads both have large detached
houses in their own gardens and some of them date back
to the 19th or very early 20th centuries. Kings Road is
vulnerable to backland infill development, and to associated
access problems. In most of the remaining parts of the
western residential area the housing, which generally dates
from the latter half of the 20th century, is unremarkable. A
vital exception is the group of buildings to the north of
Basingstoke Road that comprise Will Hall Farm, including a
listed medieval barn and a fine 18th-century farmhouse.

Will Hall Farm, the original early-18th century farmhouse.
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The Southern Residential Area, south of the
railway (Area 2.2)
This is a mostly residential area apart from a little industry
along Paper Mill Lane. Most of it is mid-late 20th century
in date with detached houses in their own gardens. The
Ridgeway is a large late-20th century development of
detached and semi-detached houses, generally in cul-desacs and with generous landscaping and public space.
The Ashdell Estate displays a consistency of design and
spatial development together with landscaping and
retention of fine trees that suggest its possible qualification
as an H9 area of special housing character or H10 area of
special housing under the Local Development Framework.
Will Hall Farm. Part of the sympathetic new development,
using the old oast houses.
Alongside Chawton Park Road lies the site of the old
Lord Mayor Treloar Hospital. Little survives from this
pioneering institution except Robertson House, the
Trustees’ Cottage, the two interesting water towers
behind, the listed Octagon (Grade II), and some fine
memorial trees. The first phase of new housing on the
site has tried to create interest through varied
architecture and size of accommodation. However, it
suffers from overcrowding, lack of public space, and
inadequate provision for car parking. It also takes little
account of the topography of the site. The planning brief
for the second phase attempts to remedy these
deficiencies of design.

Kempton Close, off the Ridgeway, showing green landscaping
and planting.
No 3, Stillions, on Windmill Hill, is a Grade II listed building.
Other old and interesting buildings include the main house
of Borovere, now a home for the elderly, and the mid-19th
century Tudor Lodge (formerly the lodge of the Ashdell
Estate) on the corner of Crowley Drive; both are worthy of
consideration for listing. The Wellingtonia trees in the old
Ashdell Estate impart a strong character to their locality.

Lord Mayor Treloar Hospital Site Development. Late-20th
century Cramped and little green space.
Borovere. A much enlarged 19th-century house, now used as
an old people’s home.
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The Northern Residential Area (Area 2.3)
This comprises four large mid-late 20th century residential
developments of smaller detached, semi-detached, and
terraced houses. These are Greenfields along the north
side of Flood Meadows; Wooteys; Anstey; and then Manor
Park on the east side of Anstey Lane. Planning policies
have prevented this housing from reaching the summit of
the hills, and should continue to do so.

Greenfields Avenue, showing view west to rural skyline.

The Tudor Lodge, Crowley Drive, Ashdell Estate

Nos 34-50,Wootey’s Way, showing shared open space and
planting

Crowley Drive, Ashdell Estate, showing preservation of mature
trees amongst modern housing.

Recommendation for the Southern
residential area
R5.10 Borovere (Borovere Lane) and Tudor Lodge
(Crowley Drive) should be considered for Listing.
Wootey Junior School.

Alton Town Design Statement
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5.3 The Industrial Areas, including Mill Lane,
and the Omega and Delta Parks on Wilsom
Road (Area 3)

Manor Road

Mill Lane is Alton’s main industrial area, now generally rundown, with many older and sub-standard buildings. The
grass verges, badly damaged by parked vehicles, are very
unsightly. However, there are new retail developments
being built at the east end, and Baker’s Mill Pond has been
re-excavated for fishing. It is hoped that these will be
catalysts for improvement. A few former council houses
stand at the west end, while half way down on the north
side there are the Grade II listed HRH house and Wey
Cottage, largely 19th century but with parts dating back to
the 16th century. These buildings, together with the nearby
ruins of the old Anstey Mill and the cottages attached to it,
form an important and scenic historic group, contrasting
with the surrounding industry and commerce.

Both the Old and New Odiham Roads, together with
Anstey Lane, include detached mid-20th century houses
in their own gardens. Old Odiham Road also includes
the cemetery, with allotments beside it, and Amery
School Playing Fields at its foot next to the town centre.
Further up, Alton College features a significant group of
buildings constructed over the period since the 1970s.
Anstey Lane is bordered on its east side, before reaching
the Manor Estate, by Anstey Park playing fields and by the
Alton Convent School in its own secluded gardens.

Anstey Mill, the old ruins off Mill Lane,
The Omega Park and Delta Park estates on the eastern
side of Wilsom Road adjoin the Mill Lane estate and are late
20th-century with modern office and light industrial
buildings, in many cases with landscaped planting.
In addition to the general design guidelines at the beginning
of this chapter, the following design guidelines apply.

Alton College, 21st-century buildings
There are many small open spaces, often featuring mature
trees, which are frequently linked by footpaths
throughout the northern residential area.
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Omega Park, offices with planting
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Design Guidelines for industrial areas

Mill Lane, modern unit

5.36
New and replacement buildings should be
designed to enhance the quality of the area.
5.37 Landscaping and planting should be incorporated in
any new developments (e.g. as in the Omega Estate,
Wilsom Road) to provide both interest and, where
necessary, screening.
5.38 The grass verges in Mill Lane should be landscaped
to prevent parking on them by using raised
concrete planters or robust planting, but proir
assessment should be made for their biodiversity
value.
5.39 Parking facilities should be provided off-road both
for workers and for visiting lorries. A few
temporary spaces should be created within the
overall verge width for visiting lorries, adjacent to
information signs.

Recommendation for industrial areas
R5.11 Footpaths and cycleways should be provided and
clearly defined by contrasting surfacing.
R5.12 Clear signage should be introduced to enable
visitors and lorries to find their destinations easily.

Omega Park, modern unit

5.4 Holybourne Village (including the
Conservation Area) - (Area 4)

Mill Lane, New Focus Store,
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Holybourne is a discrete and quiet village lying to the East
of Alton in the direction of London. It contains some
thirty listed buildings dating from the 16th to the 19th
centuries. These are all Grade II, except for three cases
ranked as Grade II*: the 17th-century Bonham’s Farm
House and the 18th-century Andrews’ Endowed School
(both lying beyond the Conservation Area), together with
the Church of the Holy Rood which is partly Norman.
There are a number of other significant buildings, which
are not listed but which add to the village’s distinctive
character.
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The Conservation Area itself covers the heart of the
village, between Howard’s Lane and Church Lane, and
from south of London Road to Howard’s and Manor
Farms to the north. The EHDC’s relevant pamphlet
highlights its three main characteristics as follows:
• the winding linear main street, London Road, with
cottages and houses of traditional local materials;
• the narrow lanes leading off London Road, with flint,
brick and stone walls right against the lane edge;
• the mature trees providing a setting to frame the
historic buildings.

Andrews, C of E Endowed School,18th-century

The Conservation Area is also notable for the particularly
wide range of vernacular details incorporated into its
buildings. For example, many of the larger ones feature
small dormer windows and pairs of narrow light
casements, either with hipped roofs or gables. The
majority of houses have simple unaltered roof lines with a
variety of pitch and traditional design, and this generally
unaltered roofscape is emphasized in the EHDC’s
brochure as a salient feature of the village skyline.

Holybourne Pond, focus of the Village and next to the Church

London Road, Holybourne, showing varied styles and boundary
treatments.

Holybourne Church and Churchyard

London Road, Holybourne
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Views along the River Wey when entering Holybourne from
Binsted and from Upper Neatham Mill Road are also
important. The ‘Holybourne Gap’ between Alton town
‘proper’ and Holybourne is created by Anstey Park and
Eggar’s School playing fields to the north of London Road
and the fields to the south of London Road. It is strategically
important to the retention of Holybourne’s character as a
village.

The Priory, one of the larger houses in a mature garden
Other areas of Holybourne are largely residential, with
buildings dating mostly from the mid-20th century. These
are generally sympathetic and, being set back, do not
detract from the vistas along London Road.

Holybourne, boundary walls, hedges and mature trees

Cranford Drive, 20th-century housing with street-side
landscaping
Key views out of the village are from Howard’s Farm looking
northwest up Brockham Hill, and from the village playground
and playing fields beside the London Road northwest across
to Holybourne Down and Bonhams Farm.

In addition to the general design guidelines at the
beginning of this chapter and to those for the older areas
mentioned at the end of 5.1.1, the following design
guidelines apply to Holybourne.

Design Guidelines for Holybourne.
5.40 Streetscape: the flint, brick and stone garden walls
and hedges should be preserved in streets and
lanes.
5.41 Key public views and vistas (including significant
trees) should be protected in future developments.

Recommendations for Holybourne
R5.13 Redevelopment of the existing commercial areas
to the south of London Road should provide
additional public open space.

Village Cricket, with Holybourne Down behind

Alton Town Design Statement
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6:The Natural Environment
Recreation and Open Spaces

N

Reproduced by permission of Ordanance Survey © Crown Copyright, Licence No. 100046832

Recreation and Open Spaces
Alton’s varied geology – from the River Wey and its marshy areas to gault clay and greensand, and then up to chalk downland - dictates
its range of habitat and biodiversity, much valued by the population.
Recreation facilities include the Curtis Museum and Allen Gallery, the new Library, the Assembly Rooms, the Community Centre; and
several churches provide venues for meetings and other recreational use in addition to their normal services.
Open space is distributed around the town including the Butts Green, Flood Meadows, the Public Gardens, cemeteries and allotments.
Apart from school playing fields, sports grounds are concentrated at the Jubilee Fields in the west and at Anstey Park and Holybourne
in the east. Much of the newer housing also includes valuable areas landscaped communal use.
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Nature Conservation and Biodiversity
Alton’s varied geology (see Chapter 3) results in a range
of different landscape in and around the town. The River
Wey runs through the town, developing from its source
in springs to the south-west and passes through ponds
and marshy areas until it leaves to the north-east as a
small river after its confluence with the Caker Stream.
Opportunities for wild life in the town include allotments
and gardens, many with slow-worms (a legless lizard and
protected species) but also molluscs, butterflies, moths,
other insects, birds, bats and small mammals. The yellownecked mouse is common. As for plants, many old walls
and bridges support ferns like rusty-back fern and wallrue along with other flowering species, mosses and
lichens. Tombstones in St Lawrence churchyard were
displaced to the sides, thus reducing their potential for
natural history, but the cemetery offers a wildlife habitat
with primroses and lesser celandines in spring as do the
churchyard and pond at Holybourne. Railway
embankments and road verges within the town boundary
are good for chalkland wild flowers like scabious, and the
cuttings offer further wildlife habitats. Wildlife corridors
exist in the town linking the countryside to the centre
through Flood Meadows, the Wey, and the railway, and
should be maintained with trees and hedges of native
‘countryside’ species.

Little Owl

Pyramid Orchid

Other habitats around Alton include semi-natural
deciduous woodland, managed forest, copses, hedgerows,
hollow lanes, chalk downland, verges and roundabouts,
grass pasture, arable land, set-aside land, golf courses,
amenity land, rivers and streams, large ponds, riverside

Alton Town Design Statement

marsh and old cress beds, walls, tombstones, bridges, old
quarries, railway banks, gardens and allotments. Buildings
provide homes for some creatures such as swifts and bats.

Coots
In addition to the wildlife
habitats mentioned above,
there are a further 37
Sites of Importance for
Nature Conservation
(SINCs) in the area
Birds on Holybourne Pond
within 1.5 km of Alton’s
parish boundary.
Protected species and others listed in the Biodiversity
Action Plan for Hampshire include:
• badgers, which sometimes venture into the town;
• bats, all species of which are legally protected, together
with their roosts; at least four species occur in Alton,
including: pipistrelle, serotine, brown long-eared and
daubenton bats;
• brown hares, which occur in fields on the edge of the
town;
• otters and water voles, which were resident in Alton in
the mid-20th century and it is hoped will return. Otter
spraint (droppings) have been found more recently.
From time to time, species from other countries arrive
and establish themselves and may compete with our
native species. These include:
• the girdle snail, which was once limited to the west
country but now occurs throughout southern England in
gardens and car parks, e.g. Sainsbury’s car park;
• the harlequin ladybird, which arrived since the
millennium;
• horse chestnut leaf-miner caterpillar (a micro-moth) that
makes brown blotches and shortens the life of the leaves;
• Canada geese at King’s Pond, originally from North
America and now throughout England. Prolific breeders,
their eggs at Kings Pond are oiled in order to limit the
population.
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Design Guidelines
6.1 The needs of wildlife are the concern of the whole
community and, whenever changes are proposed,
should be recognised by landowners,
householders, developers and the planning
authorities. Biodiversity should be encouraged
protected and enhanced.
6.2 Wildlife corridors should be maintained and
enhanced through the town and native
‘countryside’ trees should be favoured where
possible.
6.3 Lighting in the ‘green’ areas should be restricted to
the minimum necessary for public safety and
designed to avoid spillage and light pollution.

Trees
Many trees enrich the environment of Alton, softening the
visual impact of the hard landscaping of buildings. They
improve quality of life, providing dappled shade in summer
heat waves and supporting a great variety of wildlife that
can be enjoyed in gardens and parks.

Although the present policy of ‘planting native species
only’ in the less formal areas of the town is to be
applauded, some modification may well be necessary in
view of climate change. The more powerful summer sun
overheats the sap of the thin-barked species and damage
is already seen in ash, beech, holly, poplar, willow, birch,
rowan, and even oak. Other varieties flourish and the
choice of species for planting should be re-assessed and
enlarged. Small-leaved lime is a native that now sets
viable seed more often. For street shade, fastigiate
hornbeam avoids the honeydew that falls from sycamore
and lime onto parked cars.
Although only about 30 species are ‘native’ to Hampshire,
over 1500 types of tree grow in Britain now, almost all
imported from other countries. The majority have
thrived and can give us a startling collection of beautiful
amenity trees in formal locations. Thus we know that
climate change will be survived by holm oak, cork oak,
red oak, sweet maple, ginkgo, plane, olive, and many
others. It is crucial that carefully chosen species are
planted every winter to take the place of mature trees
that will be lost. The planned gradual replacement of
diseased horse chestnuts at The Butts by species including
plane and sweet chestnut trees is to be applauded.

Design Guidelines

Mature Trees in Ashdell Park
Most trees live far longer than humans and so seem
permanent, but they are vulnerable. Some, which are
healthy now, may decline because of recent or current
damage caused by urban development. Although much of
this damage may be unseen, it can still be lethal and it
often affects root systems.
Gardens are the largest part of Alton’s land area but are
reducing in size due to increasing housing densities. In
many cases, they no longer provide space for mature
trees, so every opportunity must be taken to maintain
planting in public areas.
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6.4 Where native trees are not a viable option,
consideration should be given to the use of
foreign/exotic species which are likely to be
more resistant to climate change (e.g. holm oak,
cork oak, red oak, sweet maple, ginkgo, plane,
and olive).
6.5 In car parks, consideration should be given to
the planting of fastigiate hornbeam, which
avoids the honeydew that falls from sycamore
and lime onto parked cars.
6.6 On the edge of the built-up area, trees of native
species are preferable in order to blend in with
the surrounding countryside.

Recommendation
R6.1 Tree planting in public areas should be continued
to replace those lost from house gardens as they
are split up and become too small for mature
trees to develop their full size.
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Recreation
Alton is quite well endowed with recreational facilities
including heritage, public assembly, allotment and sporting
facilities, but not enough for complacency. As the town
expands, it cannot afford to lose these assets. Some are
under threat, including the sports centre, community
centre, cinema, and playing fields. Although EDHC lists
some forty different open spaces in Alton, it is perceived
that there is under-provision of sports playing fields and
open spaces. Many of them are quite small, though
important in their local context. The larger open, green
and recreational spaces are shown on Map 6.

Heritage buildings (some also serving for public
assembly) include the Allen Gallery, the Curtis Museum,
the ancient Church of St Lawrence and the Victorian All
Saints’ Church, the 17th-century Quaker Meeting House,
and the Church of the Holy Rood at Holybourne. The
Mid-Hants Railway, commonly known as the Watercress
Line, operates heritage steam train services over a
distance of 15 km between Alton and Alresford.

Allen Gallery
Holybourne Playground

Jubilee Playing Fields. Skate board area
Watercress Line at Alton Station, (© Henry O’Dwyer)

Recommendation
R6.2 Sports and recreation facilities should be
preserved and modernized where necessary.
These include informal play areas for children,
which should be provided in new developments.

Alton Town Design Statement

Facilities for Public Assembly, include the Assembly
Rooms, Community Centre (hopefully soon to be
replaced), Palace Cinema, and the Maltings Centre and
the New Library (both the latter prize-winning), the
modern Roman Catholic St Mary’s Church, the Methodist
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Church, and the Theatre and Village Hall at Holybourne.
The Market Square and the High Street are popular
venues for events such as markets.

The Public Gardens provide a play area for small children
and a bandstand.

Allotments are intensively used at Borovere, Lower
Turk Street, Spitalfields, and Whitedown.
Community Centre, Amery St/Vicarage Hill, converted from
former iron foundry and then ladies’ underwear factory

Sport is catered for by Playing Fields: the Jubilee Playing
Fields at the west end and Anstey Park and the Holybourne
playing fields at the east end of Alton; also at most schools,
although they are under threat as they are sold off for
housing or used for the construction of extra class-rooms.
The Sports Centre comprises a Pools Complex and
facilities for indoor activities. It needs extensive renovation
and it is essential that the Centre should survive in a
suitably maintained and up-to-date fashion.

Harvest Church, Maltings Centre, Maltings Close. Constructive
re-use of old building

Sports Centre, Chawton Park Road

Market Square
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The Butts Green
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Recommendation
R6.3

School playing fields should be retained.

Open Space
In addition to the above, informal open space for
relaxation and the enjoyment of nature is provided by
Flood Meadows, Kings Pond, Windmill Hill, as well as by
important areas of landscaping in many of the housing
estates, e.g. Manor Estate and The Ridgeway. It is hoped
that further provision will be available soon in the
Holybourne Gap. These spaces are enhanced by the
working farmland which surrounds Alton.

Public Comment from Surveys
• 97% of respondents to the surveys of 2005 and
2006 said that the parks and open spaces were
important and should be protected.

Design Guidelines
6.7 Public open spaces should be provided in a
range of character, some as parkland or garden
and some less formally arranged such as
rougher fields.
6.8 Pedestrian links across open spaces may need
lighting but, in the interests of the character of
the space and of wildlife, it should comply with
Design Guidelines 5.15 & 6.3.

Recommendation
R6.4 Public open spaces should be maintained
appropriately and mowing regimes should be
designed to conserve wild flowers and
encourage suitable biodiversity.

Alton Town Design Statement
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7: Transport and Accessibility
As shown on Map 7, Alton is well situated with a direct rail
link to London. The A31 provides north-east to south-west
road links to Farnham, Guildford and the A3 arterial road,
and to Winchester and the M3 motorway. Basingstoke to
the north-west, Petersfield to the south, and Bordon to the
south-east are the nearest other towns, about 15km away.
The A31 provides a bypass in the north-east to south-west
direction but there is also substantial north-south traffic
which has to pass through the western edge of the town,
along Whitedown Lane and through the Butts Bridges
junction. These are already over-loaded at peak hours and
will only get more so as further major housing and
commercial/light-industrial developments are implemented
along Chawton Park Road.
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M25
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A24
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TRANSPORT LINKS
Recommendation

Alton Station
The town centre is also bypassed by the Drayman’s Way
inner ring road for traffic travelling north-east to south-west
but it is more difficult for traffic from or to the north to
transfer from the south-west to north–east axis. In addition,
the approach from the north-east, via London Road –
Anstey Road – Normandy Street, is heavily over-loaded at
peak hours and the large planned housing developments at
Chandos Lodge and the brewery Sports Ground will
seriously aggravate the situation.
It is not within the scope of this TDS to propose solutions
to the mounting traffic problem, but it is right to draw
attention to the need for a comprehensive traffic study of
the whole town, including circulation patterns and the
congestion points at the western and eastern ends.
Currently the town, with the exception of the station, is well
supplied with car-parking spaces but it is possible that the
new Community Centre may take approximately twenty
spaces from the Bank Car Park in the centre. The existing
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R7.1 A comprehensive traffic study should be
undertaken for the whole town so that
improvements can be complementary and
coherent.
R7.2 Sustainable transport by foot, cycle and bus
should be encouraged in order to reduce future
carbon dioxide emissions.
car-parking facilities are, however, soon likely to be
overloaded because the new housing developments are too
far from the centre for many people to walk. Bus services
linking these residential areas to the centre and to the
industrial areas of Mill Lane and Omega Park are not
sufficiently reliable or frequent.

Recommendation
R7.3 In order to slow the rate of increase of local
traffic and car-park congestion, bus services
between the centre and outlying areas should
be maintained and increased, perhaps using
smaller vehicles.
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The central portions of the High Street, Market Street and
Turk Streets have been made one-way with speed restricted
to 20 mph by speed-tables. This provides a more pleasant
environment and on-street parking for shoppers, particularly
for the disabled, and taxi and bus users. It is important to
continue to improve this pedestrian-centred environment.
Road sign removal, two-way traffic, pinch points and reduced
visibility round corners have been used to limit speeds
successfully in other towns and could be considered for
parts of Alton. But the plight of strangers, who do not know
the way, should be remembered.

Public Comment from Surveys
• Partial pedestrianization of at least part of the High
Street was favoured by 67% of the respondents to the
survey of 2005.

Recommendation
R7.4 Steps should be taken to improve the pedestrian
environment of the town centre. Access should
still be permitted for buses, taxis and disabled
drivers. One-way traffic along narrowed streets
is to be preferred to full pedestrianisation and
would permit more parking (on an angle).

Some cycleways have been provided but they are often
squeezed into the edges of already busy and narrow
roads and so are not particularly safe or attractive. Any
new developments must have cycleways and short-cut
footpaths designed into them to minimize car use. These
should be traffic-free only if absolutely necessary, and only
if not immediately adjacent to the roadway should be
available for sharing by cyclists and pedestrians.
Accessibility for disabled people and wheelchair-users has
recently been improved with the provision of more drop
kerbs and light-controlled or ‘zebra’ crossings. This
should be kept under review and more should be
provided where necessary. With the country’s leading
facilities at Treloar College, Alton should make this a high
priority.
There are a multitude of footpaths and alleyways
throughout and outside the town, enabling pedestrians to
take short cuts and to avoid walking along the busy roads.
Within the town centre, these have recently been labelled
with their old names. One important omission is a link
between the station and the Mill Lane industrial estate.
Links should be maintained to the named long distance
footpaths that pass close to Alton, eg the Hangers Way
and St Swithun’s Way.

R7.5 The layout and design of town centre and
residential area roads should give priority to
pedestrians and cyclists and reduce vehicle
speeds.
R7.6 There should be weight and length restrictions in
the Historic Centre.
R7.7 New development areas should separate
through traffic from home zones which6should
perhaps include shared surfaces.
R7.8 Adequate car parking should continue to be
provided within walking distance of the town
centre and amenities.
R7.9 Developers and the Highways Agency should be
aware of The Cycle Plan for East Hampshire (2005)
R7.10 Cycleways should only be shared with
pedestrians where there is sufficient space and
they are well separated from vehicular traffic.
Baker’s Alley, a typical old alleyway
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Recommendation
R7.11 Accessibility in the streets and public spaces
should be improved by including road crossing
facilities for disabled people, with raised
crossing points were appropriate, and dropped
curbs on all spur roads.
R7.12 Residential areas should be linked to retail and
work areas by footpaths, cycleways, and bus
services.
R7.13 Footpaths should be provided beside the main
roads out of town.
R7.14 Links should be maintained to the named long
distance footpaths that pass close to Alton (eg
the Hangers Way and St Swithun’s Way).
Signage around the town has been improved by a recent
study, and new signs indicate the way to car parks, the
major tourist and leisure attractions, and exit routes to
the major outside destinations. In a small town with low
speed restrictions and with through traffic excluded,
standard large signs are unnecessary. The Conservation
Officer should be involved just as with other matters
affecting the listed buildings and their settings, which
means most of the town centre.

A-boards abound on the pavements. However, given
Alton’s relatively high proportion of wheel-chair users,
decorative hanging signs above shop fronts should be
encouraged instead. Trees in the pavements, in modest
numbers, should provide interest and summer shade but
not detract from the architecture or visibility of signs.

Proliferation of A-Boards is a substantial issue to be addressed.
Cycle stands and litter bins should be neatly designed and
again should be sited without blocking the pavements.
Cycle stands should be in very public places (e.g. on the
railway station platforms) to reduce bicycle vandalism and
theft. Some current models are too low for safe
tethering of loaded bicycles and those such as the slightly
taller and larger ‘Sheffield’ model are to be preferred.

Finger post signs for pedestrians.

Cycle stands, easier to use than the lower semi-circular models
in the high street.

Signage clutter, to be avoided
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Bus shelters should be simply designed with roofs that do not
drip and with some wind protection on the sides. A balance
has to be struck between blocking the street with the bus and
blocking the pavement with the bus shelter. This is impossible
to resolve in the narrow sections of the High Street, and so
perhaps the bus stops should be limited to the wider sections.
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Design Guidelines
7.1 Cycle stands and litter bins should be designed
with care and sited to avoid conflict with
pedestrian and disabled movement. Cycle stands
of the ‘Sheffield’ or other slightly taller varieties
are preferable.
7.2 Bus shelters should be designed with clean simple
lines, to provide protection from wind and rain,
without drips, and out of the way of pedestrian
and wheel chair movements.

Recommendation
R7.15 Signage should be kept to the minimum. It
should be clear but not over-large.
R7.16 Where signage is planned in Conservation
Areas, the Conservation Officer should be
involved.
R7.17 A-boards on pavements should be limited in
number and kept out of the way of pedestrians
and the disabled. Hanging signs of appropriate
design should be encouraged.
R7.18 Trees within streets are to be encouraged for
interest and shade but should be placed to
avoid conflict with pedestrian and disabled
movement. They should also be maintained to
avoid masking signs.
R7.19 Pavements should be designed and built
robustly to be able to carry the occasional
parked lorries without the slabs cracking up,
and so avoid hindrance to pedestrian
movement.
Temporary parking on pavements by lorries, while
unloading or asking the way to their destination, is
inevitable. This breaks up the paving stones resulting in
danger of pedestrians tripping. In future pavement
foundations should be more robust. There is also a need
for a locally-based maintenance gang able to respond
quickly to damaged pavements and road signs, and to deal
with graffiti on bus shelters – and also to clean road signs
regularly and keep them clear from being obscured by
vegetation.

Alton Town Design Statement
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Appendix A

PROCEDURE
The TDS Working Group, established under the auspices of the
Alton Town Partnership with a view to producing a draft text, held
its first meeting in March 2006. Over the subsequent two years or
so it developed the following core membership: Mike Heelis
(Chairman), Brian Alexander, Mike Biddiss, Nick Cane, Nick CareyThomas, Charles Dixon, Robyn Fitzer, Edward Hepper, Chris
McCallum, Sue Webborn, and Jeremy Wood.
At every stage the Working Group sought to maximize the wider
involvement of the Alton community. It commenced with the
advantage of having already to hand a substantial base of data
deriving from the public consultations that had underpinned the
preparation of the July 2005 document concerning ‘Alton 2020’.
These produced some 1500 responses.

EHDC’s Public Consultation in April 2008. Valuable comments were
received. Communication with the wider community was also
greatly assisted by regular coverage in the local newspapers.
A draft of this TDS was submitted both to the Alton Town Council
(ATC) and then to the EHDC in October 2007. Following the
District Council’s own formal process of Public Consultation, in April
and May 2008, the final version of the Design Statement was
approved at the Community Forum on 27th May 2008 and the
Design Guidelines were adopted as non-statutory planning
guidance, supplementary to Policy HE1 of the adopted East
Hampshire District Local Plan (EHDLP), Chapter 3. As EHDC’s
Core Strategy and LDF evolve, it is intended that these Design
Guidelines will become a SPD.

The Group’s own subsequent programme of public involvement
with Altonians included:
• a questionnaire survey (eliciting more than 200 responses)
conducted during the town’s ‘Civil War Weekend’ in April 2006;
• a survey of opinion at the EHDC Community Forum presentation
in the autumn of 2006, attended by about 50 people in addition to
the Councillors;
• meetings with and expositions to the following organisations:
Alton Town Council (ATC),Alton Town Partnership (ATP),Alton
Society,Alton Rotary, Campaign to Protect Rural England (CPRE),
Friends of the Earth, and Steering Holybourne Into the Future
Together (SHIFT).
• post-it notes and other comments collected at the two TDS
workshops (facilitated by Planning Aid) held in March and April
2007 and attended by some 145 and 50 people respectively;
• responses to the website consultation that commenced in June
2007. During the main period for comment, up to the end of
September, the website received 315 hits, including 170 downloads
of the document leading to 4 comments. Subsequently, another
393 hits and 160 downloads were received up to and including
March 2008. In addition 3 written comments were received to the
paper copies at the library, and the ATC and EHDC offices and a
further 4 written contributions were received.
• EHDC’s Public Consultation in April and May 2008 elicited nearly
200 hits, nearly 100 downloads and 6 comments.
The principal findings from these various soundings of opinion have
been summarized in Appendix B and some have also been directly
cited at appropriate places in the main text.
Full use was made of the Town Partnership website for purposes of
wider communication. The minutes of the Working Group’s
sessions were publicly displayed there. From June to August 2007,
the site also presented the draft text, with an accompanying public
invitation to supply feedback; copies were also on display in Alton at
the public library, the Town Hall, and the local EHDC office
subsequent drafts were available to the public right up to the start of
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PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT
Introduction
The involvement of the public in discussion of the emerging document
has formed an essential part of the development of the Town Design
Statement (TDS). A key element of this process has been the use of
questionnaire-based surveys.The ‘Alton 2020’ survey, completed in 2005,
elicited about 1500 responses; that conducted during the ‘Civil War
weekend’ of May 2006 produced over 200. Where the two surveys
intersect, a strong message is presented and this has been identified in
the notes that follow.

Scope
The questionnaires covered, inter alia, the following topics:
1.Alton’s status
2. the importance of Alton’s character and setting
3. potential improvements to Alton’s open spaces
4.Alton’s town centre
5. gateway views into and out of Alton
6. priorities for housing development areas
7. priorities for the future design of Alton
8. support for and commitment to the Alton Town Partnership (ATP)
and the TDS.
The questionnaires required tick-box responses and, in the case of the
2006 survey, some free-text responses. The inclusion of free text
responses in the design of the questionnaire was not undertaken lightly,
due to the difficulty of subjecting such answers to statistical analysis, but
it was felt necessary in some cases in order to elicit the full range of
responses that were likely to arise.
The 2005 survey was completed at home and the reply mailed to the
ATP. In the majority of cases in the 2006 survey, the question-naires were
completed by canvassers during one-on-one interviews, but about a third
were completed by the respondents themselves.
The 2006 survey included in its initial 158 responses probably a slightly
higher number of visitors than would be expected during a ‘normal’
weekend, but this is not determinable from the returns. During the
period between May and August 2006, several more questionnaires
were completed and submitted, making a total of 204 valid returns.
There are some identifiable differences between the two samples, but
these differences have no significant effect on the findings.

buildings
• 88% thought it important to preserve its skyline
• 97% thought it important to preserve its parks and open spaces.
83% opposed development on surrounding hills and 78% opposed
development on surrounding farmland. 99% were supportive of
protecting the countryside around Alton.
Alton has strong visual impact in its approaches and some 20 gateway
views were identified. Alton’s setting in rolling and varied countryside
with a clear and largely undeveloped skyline in all directions is widely
recognized.
94% emphasized the need for good design in new developments and
80% thought that the environment should have priority over new
development.
Nearly one third of the respondents identified the retail sector as an
issue of concern for the future development of the town, with general
disquiet being expressed over the decline in quality and diversity of the
town’s shops. 89% said that they did most of their shopping in Alton.
Nearly 80% supported the need for more starter homes but there were
more equivocal views on the need for more retirement homes and
detached houses.
95% support the development of the TDS.
Surveys at the two Workshops and the Community Forum
Popular opinion was also sampled at the EHDC Community Forum in
October 2006 (approximately 50 attendees) and at the two Workshops
(145 and 50 attendees respectively) held in March and April 2007. These
were more difficult to analyse as they were post-it suggestions freely
made by respondents on various topics. However they confirmed the
main findings above as well as instancing some particular concerns which
have been considered in the preparation of this TDS.

Website Discussion
Valuable comments have been received on the drafts available on the
website and elsewhere in the town.

Conclusions
The following general conclusions may be drawn from the survey
results:

The surveys elicited some very strong messages and widely held views.
There is a strong sense of what Alton was, is and should be: 99% identify
Alton as a market town.

• Residents and visitors are aware of Alton’s status as a market town and
are almost unanimous in their belief that its character, heritage, setting,
and open spaces should be preserved and maintained;
• Alton’s characteristic of being contained in a rolling rural landscape
with a clear skyline is recognized and valued;
• The buildings within Alton play an important part in defining its
character, so further development should be to a high quality of design
and generally be in keeping with these defining styles. Unsympathetic
developments are recognized and deplored, with several specific
examples being identified to support these views.

The overwhelming majority believe Alton’s character and setting are
important and wish to preserve its essential features:

THE PLANNING CONTEXT AND
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT AREAS

• 96% thought it important to preserve the historical character of its

The Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 established a new

Alton’s street population contains about 24% of non-residents. These
non-residents come into Alton from surrounding villages for shopping,
and from wider afield for work, education and tourism.

Main Findings
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framework for the preparation of planning policy documents on
which day-to-day development control decisions of East Hampshire
District Council would be based. Guidance on the new approach is
set out in Planning Policy Statement 12 (PPS12) Local Development
Frameworks, which will eventually replace the Local Development
Plans (LDPs). Within the Local Development Framework (LDF)
there is scope to prepare Supplementary Planning Documents
(SPDs).

This TDS takes account of the future development areas so far
identified to provide for increased housing to satisfy the demands of
the EHDLP, as well as the aspirations of ‘Alton 2020’ and the targets
by SEERA’s South East Plan for the region. The two main sites so far
identified at present include: Lord Mayor Treloar Hospital Stage 2
and Chandos Lodge, and perhaps in future the Brewery Sports
Ground.

SPDs replace Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG). This is the
status previously given to planning briefs and Town and Village Design
Statements that were adopted by EHDC as part of its planning
policies.
The Design Guidelines of this Alton Town Design Statement (TDS)
form, for the moment, non-statutory planning guidance,
supplementary to Policy HE1 of the adopted East Hampshire
District Local Plan (EHDLP), Chapter 3. They provide further
guidance to the plan’s design policies and apply to the town of Alton,
including Holybourne. As EHDC’s Core Strategy and LDF evolve, it
is intended that these Design Guidelines will become a SPD.
Another background document and eventual SPD is the Alton Local
List of Buildings of Local Importance, which is under preparation and
is additional to the statutory list of ‘Buildings of Special Architectural
or Historic Interest (Grades I and II)’ and to the ‘Conservation
Areas.’ It lists other worthwhile buildings and indeed streetscapes
that should not be lost or significantly altered without careful
thought.
Adoption of these Design Guidelines as an SPD will assist in the
protection and enhancement of the quality of the natural and built
environment in line with the aims of the EHDC’s Policy HE1, further
explained in paras 3.85 – 3.94 of that document. It will also enable
the Town Council and local community to enhance their influence
and participation in planning decision making, which is part of the
District Council’s Strategy. The importance of this role was
illustrated in May 2007 when the Inspector ruled against the
development of a Four Marks back garden because it ran counter to
the Village Design Statement (VDS) guidelines.
This TDS is in line with the EHDLP 2nd Review and with the Alton
Town Partnership document ‘Alton 2020’. It may need to be
updated in order to comply with any other new national or county
policies or guidelines, including those from the South East England
Regional Assembly (SEERA) or its successor, and the proposed
South Downs National Park (SDNP), which would both be part of
the statutory development plan.
In the preparation of this TDS, the Working Group has taken note of
various EHDC reports and guidelines and central Government
guidelines as listed in Appendix F.

Future Development Areas
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CONSERVATION AREAS, LISTED
BUILDINGS,
AND ALTON’S LIST OF BULDINGS OF
LOCAL IMPORTANCE
Conservation Areas
In Alton, there are four designated Conservation Areas, which are
statutorily protected by EHDC with a view to preserving the
character of a street or neighbourhood. Some of the distinctive
features of each such area are highlighted at the appropriate points
in the Architectural Overview of the town supplied in Chapter 5.
The locations are as follows:
• Alton (Historic Centre), designated in 1970 and extended in 1982;
• The Butts, designated in 1975;
• Holybourne, designated in 1977;
• Anstey, designated in 1995.

those buildings which are worthy of retention, even if they do not
quite measure up to the high and restrictive standards required for
‘Grading’. This Register would contain those buildings which,
because of their historical or architectural interest, it would be a
shame to lose. Indeed,Alton’s LBLI identifies some that are now
candidates for full statutory listing. This LBLI also suggests some
unofficial conservation areas or ‘areas of local significant streetscape’.
This kind of LBLI has as yet no statutory authority, but serves as a
document of early warning to the planners when an application is
made to the Council. Government policy encourages every such
authority to have its own Local List or LBLI, and it is claimed that
about half have already complied. There has also been some
unwelcome rumour of Government ‘migrating’ Grade II buildings to
such a List. At the Public Inquiry concerning demolition of the old
Lord Mayor Treloar Hospital, it was suggested that, if the buildings
had been on such a List, they might have been saved for the town.
This was a wake-up call. The preparation of the draft of Alton’s List
of Buildings of Local Importance is currently (2008) being completed
by the Alton Society.

The main text of the present statement also suggests that, on the
basis of work recently done in preparation of Alton’s List of Buildings
of Local Importance (see below), there is a case for considering
both the extension of the Historic Centre and Anstey Conservation
Areas and the creation of two new Conservation Areas, or ‘areas of
local significant streetscape’, in respect of Newtown and the
Whitedown Estate.

Listed Buildings
The Register, giving statutory protection to some 160 of Alton’s
buildings on an individual basis, was prepared in the early 1970s. It
has not been updated as a whole since that time. However, a small
number of items have been added to this ‘Grading’ list as tastes have
changed, e.g. as Victorian buildings have become better appreciated,
and as good buildings from this and other periods have come under
threat and a quick spot-listing has been obtained. Many, but by no
means all, of the items on the Register are in the Conservation
Areas. Any new building or alteration within areas so designated will
be extra-carefully assessed for its impact on the general character
and appearance and its effect on the setting of nearby listed
buildings.

Alton’s List of Buildings of Local Importance
(LBLI)
The creation of this additional type of Register was encouraged by
Government’s ‘Review of Heritage Protection:The Way Forward’
(June 2004), and this stance is maintained by the March 2007 White
Paper ‘Heritage Protection for the 21st Century’ (Cm 7057), where
it is known as a Local List. These documents recommend that it be
prepared and maintained by the local planning authority and cover
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DESIGN FOR SUSTAINABILITY
In the interests of sustainability and the reduction of contributions
to global warming, the following sustainability and design issues are
discussed below and most have been mentioned where appropriate
in the main text. There should be a presumption in favour of them
and an openness to emerging solutions. They include:
• Land use and transportation planning
• Building design for energy conservation (eg orientation, thermal
efficiency, and the Building Research Establishment Environmental
Assessment Method (BREEAM), the Code for Sustainable Homes)
• Double glazing
• Solar and photo-voltaic panels
• Wind turbines
• Ground source heat pumps for space heating/cooling
• Water supply compulsory metering
• Rain and storm water collection and re-use, aquifer recharge, and
household grey water systems
• Avoidance of low-lying flood-plain development
• Local energy generation and sewage disposal
• Use of the Wey mill ponds for power generation

Land Use and Transportation Planning
Residential areas should be linked to retail and work areas by
footpaths, cycleways and bus services. Most modern industrial
activities are clean and quiet, compared to a generation ago. In these
cases, it is no longer necessary for residential areas to be widely
separated from them so long as adequate access and parking are
available.

Building Design for Energy Conservation
The Building Regulations and the Building Research Establishment
Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM) and the Code for
Sustainable Homes ensure that new structures are built to
satisfactory standards of energy efficiency and thermal insulation.
Their orientation and window arrangements should ensure the
minimum of heat loss in winter and heat gain in summer; and their
orientation may increase the efficiency of water-heating or photovoltaic roof panels. It is wasteful of resources and energy to build
short term and demolish after only, say, thirty years. Buildings should
be designed to last longer and with re-cycling of materials in mind.
The use of long-lasting materials, which do not require frequent
maintenance, is to be encouraged. In redevelopment of existing
sites, usable buildings should be retained.

Solar and Photo-voltaic Panels
Solar panels for water heating and photo-voltaic panels for
electricity are to be welcomed as sources of alternative renewable
energy. They can be incorporated into new buildings with care,
either as roof panels or in the wall, with satisfactory architectural
results. However, it is more difficult to achieve a satisfactory
appearance when retro-fitting them to older buildings. The roof can
look untidy and an otherwise uniform streetscape can lose its
harmony. For maximum efficiency, the panels should face south. In
an urban environment, it is desirable for appearance sake that they
are away from the street frontage. The same applies to roof lights,
although fire service requirements may insist that access is available
from the street – in which case low-profile designs should be
selected. Great care should be taken with panels and roof lights to
avoid a muddled appearance and to be sympathetic to the layout
adopted by neighbours.

Wind Turbines
As with panels in the roof, these can destroy the appearance of a
house and the harmony of the streetscape. Therefore they should
be sited on the less visible side of the house. Individual household
wind turbines are not generally large enough or in sufficient wind to
make a significant contribution.
The possibility of a town wind turbine, though technically feasible, is
impractical if Alton’s skyline is to be preserved, as virtually all public
opinion demands.

Ground Source Heat Pumps for Space
Heating/Cooling
Where appropriate, consideration should be given to the use of the
thermal storage properties of the ground or water in order, by use
of pumps, to contribute to the needs of buildings for heating in
winter and cooling in summer.

Water supply metering
Water supplies to new buildings are automatically metered.
However for older properties, metering has been voluntary.
In the interests of limiting consumption, metering should be
encouraged.

Double-glazing
This is required in new buildings but is an optional improvement for
existing ones. In those of possible ‘heritage’ interest, it is important
that the new windows match the original in size, glazing pattern, and
width of frames. Outside Conservation Areas and Listed buildings,
uPVC can fit in but care is necessary to choose appropriate designs.
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Rain and Storm Water Collection and Re-use,
Aquifer Recharge, and Household Grey
Water Systems
Increasing housing density and more and more paved areas promote
quicker run-off of storm water and so increase the risk of flooding.
The ground’s capacity to absorb water should be increased (to
recharge the chalk aquifer) by using appropriate landscaping and
planting, soak-away ditches and permeable surfaces (Sustainable
Urban Drainage Systems), cutting more swales to capture run-off,
reinstating the maintenance of grips (verge cut-outs) on roadsides,
and ensuring that developers make better provision than is currently
the case.
Grey water systems are now well-established for a double plumbing
system in houses, enabling the collection of mildly soiled washing
water for re-use in WC cisterns and, perhaps, in gardens. Dual-flush
WC cisterns conserve water. Both should be encouraged.
Avoidance of low-lying Flood-plain Development
The role and effectiveness of flood plains should be recognised and
utilised as required. Building development in the flood plain should
be prohibited except in very few cases where special care is taken,
e.g. where the buildings do not require full-time access or are raised
on stilts.
Local Energy Generation and Sewage Disposal
Facilities for local energy generation, gas storage, and composted
sewage disposal can be built into new houses easily and should be
encouraged, especially on group schemes. It is difficult to foresee
their future design and appearance but guidelines should allow, in
principle, for their development and incorporation. They are not
however usually appropriate to smaller existing houses in an urban
environment.
Use of the Wey Mill Ponds for Power Generation.
Historically Alton had many mills along the River Wey and some of
their ponds survive. It might be worthwhile researching whether
power could again be generated from them, either by falling water
or by run-of-river.
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This is a selective listing of documentation that has been particularly
helpful to the preparation of the TDS.

Inspector’s Report 2007 on Public Inquiry Nov 2003-Mar 2005 into
Designation Order Dec 2002)
Communities and Local Government-Code for Sustainable Homes
(February 2008)

Environmental and Landscape Issues

Dept for Culture Media and Sport, Heritage Protection for the 21st
Century (Cm 7057),White Paper, Mar 2007
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Dept for Culture Media and Sport, Review of Heritage Protection:
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Northern Wey Valley (2006)
Environment Agency, Drought Plan for Thames Region: South East
Area 67 (2007)
Hampshire Biodiversity Information Centre, maps and summary
tables of SINCs in the Alton area (2007)
East Hampshire District Council,The Hampshire Landscape:A
Strategy for the Future (2000)
I.West, Geology of Great Britain: Introduction (2007), via
www.soton.ac.uk/~imw/Geology-Britain.htm

Office for National Statistics, Neighbourhood Statistics (web-based
housing and other data for Alton and Holybourne postcodes:
ongoing)
East Hampshire District Council Documents
Caring for Conservation Areas and Historic Buildings
Conservation Area brochures for Alton [The Historic Centre]
(1996);Anstey,Alton (undated);The Butts,Alton (undated);
Holybourne (undated)
Conservation Directory: Conservation Areas in East Hampshire
(post Feb 1966)
Design Guide for Residential Extensions

Historical Context

Landscape Character Assessment (Land Use Consultants, July 2005)

Alton Papers (Friends of the Curtis Museum and Art Gallery:
regular annual series commencing in 1997, and ongoing)

Local Plan, 2nd review, (Mar 2006)

T.Cross,Alton (Tempus: Stroud, 1999)
T.Cross & G.Smith, Bygone Alton (Phillimore: Chichester, 1995)
T.Cross, J.Hurst, & M.Morris,Around Alton: Photographic Memories
(Frith: Salisbury, 2004)
W.Curtis,A Short History and Description of the Town of Alton
(Simpkin: London, 1896)
C.W.Hawkins,The Story of Alton in Hampshire (Alton Urban
District Council, 1973)
Victoria History of the Counties of England: Hampshire and the Isle
of Wight (principally Vol.2, Constable:Westminster, 1903)

Planning Matters
Central Government Documents

List of Buildings of Special Architectural or Historical Interest (Sixth
list, prepared early 1970s under the Town & Country Planning Act
1091, Section 54, with partial ad hoc updating)
Listed Buildings:A Guide to the Law.
Shop Fronts Design Guide,April 1997
Other Documents
Alton Society,Alton’s List of Buildings of Local Importance (ongoing
draft in preparation for submission to Alton Town Council and East
Hampshire District Council)
Alton Society: quarterly newsletter (ongoing)
Alton Town Steering Group,Alton 2020:A plan to shape Alton’s
future (2005)
East Hampshire Cyclists Forum-A Cycle Plan for East Hampshire
(January 2005)
English Heritage, Heritage under Pressure (2002)

Appraisal of Regional Spatial Strategies and Local Development
Plans, Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, Nov 2005
Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method
PPS 3, Housing, Nov 2006 (replaced PPG 3 of Mar 2000)
PPS 12, Planning Policy Statement 12, Local Development
Frameworks (Sept 2004)

Format Milton, Mill Lane Business Quarter (2007)
Ordnance Survey, Explorer Series, 1:25,000, Sheets 133 and 134.
Other Design Statements
Beech (2002), Budleigh Salterton (2004), Chawton (2004),
Farringdon (2004), Four Marks (2001), Grayshott (2004), and Ropley
(2007).

South Downs National Park Map (Natural England website,
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Related Design Guidelines
Alton Town Design Statement, (June 2008)
Summary of Design Guidelines and Related Recommendations
The Design Guidelines – and Recommendations which cover other related aspects important to the people of Alton –
are given within the chapters noted, where they arise naturally in the text in discussion of a particular theme or area.
For ease of reference, they are repeated here on separate pull-out sheets. It is these Design Guidelines which have
been adopted as Non Statutory Planning Guidance, and which will eventually be adopted as SPD when EHDC’s Core
Strategy has been completed and subjected to a Sustainability Appraisal (see page 1-2 and Appendix C).

Design Guidelines
Chapter 3: Setting and Landscape
3.1 Flood plains and river corridors through the town
should be protected from further development
and enhanced so that they can fulfil their purpose
and to ensure that these visual and wildlife
amenities are preserved for future generations.
3.2 Rivers, ponds and their banks should be retained
as a valued amenity and habitat for wild life.
3.3 Important vistas into and out of the town, as
shown in the accompanying map, should be
protected.
3.4 Tree cover should be maintained and enhanced,
especially of trees which will attain significant size,
by replacing trees near the end of their life with
others of similar type and eventual profile, and by
encouraging developers to incorporate tree
planting using the above principle.
3.5 The skyline on the hills surrounding Alton is one
of its most valuable and appreciated features.
Development should continue to be contained
from encroaching up into the surrounding
downland and onto the skyline.
3.6 The road entrances to the town are attractive
gateway features and they should be protected
from inappropriate new development. The same
applies to the Watercress Line’s entry from
Alresford.

Chapter 4: Settlement Pattern: Housing,
Retail and Commerce, and industry
4.1 Mixed development of housing, local convenience
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retail, and small scale commercial offices should be
encouraged subject to adequate infrastructure,
transport and facilities.
4.2 New development should generally enhance as
well as respect the character of particular areas.
Where it is necessary to build to a higher density,
it is particularly important that the design is of
high quality, avoiding the appearance of overcrowding and that adequate infrastructure is
provided.
4.3 Higher residential density should still provide
appropriate individual amenity space for each
dwelling.

Chapter 5: Architectural Overview
for application throughout the whole civil parish of
Alton and Holybourne
5.1 Sustainable designs should be encouraged
wherever practicable and there should be a
presumption in favour of them.
5.2 Design should be functional and practical. Where
possible, construction methods should be simple
and appropriate for the building’s use. The use of
long-lasting and maintenance-free materials is to
be encouraged.
5.3 New buildings should be complementary to, but
do not need to imitate, the buildings in their
vicinity.
5.4 It is to be expected that, new designs will respect
their architectural surroundings in terms of scale,
materials and form. Good and innovative
contemporary design should be encouraged
provided it is suitable to its context. Such cases
will need to be considered on their merits.
5.5 Extensions to buildings should generally be
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5.6

5.7

5.8

5.9

5.10
5.11

5.12
5.13

5.14

5.15

5.16

designed to respect the style, scale and materials
of the original building and be subservient to it.
Dormer windows should not dominate the
roofscape
Building heights should be carefully considered in
respect of local scale and the effect on the local
and general skyline.
Where new buildings are intended to imitate or
continue a particular stylistic tradition it is
important that this is carried through
wholeheartedly and that the design shows a
proper understanding of that tradition. This will
include such details as eaves, roof verges, dormer
windows, window openings, cills, the external
joinery, and porches. For all of these details cues
should be taken from good local examples.
The use of uPVC windows and doors cannot be
ruled out completely. However, where they are
permitted, the correct selection of model and
type will be crucial to the appearance of a
building. Good quality painted timber will usually
be preferred in smaller-scale buildings of
traditional design.
In existing buildings, the loss of original features
that contribute to texture, scale and visual
interest is to be avoided. These include chimneys,
joinery (sash windows especially), porches and
boundary walls.
Space should be provided for re-cycling/refuse
bins and for bicycles.
Back-land development should be designed to
minimise any adverse effect on the surrounding
properties and the character of the
neighbourhood, and must be supported by
adequate infrastructure, particularly access.
Adequate parking, both off-street and kerbside,
should be provided.
The physical characteristics of the land, such as
geology, slope, and drainage should be given full
prominence in the early stages of development
planning.
The ground’s capacity to absorb water should be
increased (to recharge the chalk aquifer) by
encouraging the use of sustainable urban drainage
systems (SUDS) and ensuring that developers
make better provision than is currently the case.
Street lighting and illuminated surfaces should be
designed to minimise light pollution, glare and
spillage.
Telecommunications equipment should be sited
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5.17
5.18

5.19

5.20

sensitively so that it has the minimum adverse
effect on the landscape and streetscene.
Where there is an opportunity, exposed overhead
telephone and electric cables should be buried.
Existing front gardens, whether individual and
bounded by hedges or walls, or landscaped
common areas, should be respected. Where
individual front gardens survive, it is undesirable
to convert them into car parking but, where this
is inevitable if off-street parking is to be achieved,
the effect can be mitigated by the retention of
dividing walls and piers marking the property
boundaries, and by adoption of a suitable
permeable surfacing material.
Landscaped areas of public space including
biodiversity benefits, should be provided in all
future developments but arrangements for their
maintenance should be clearly understood at the
outset.
Existing hedgerows and trees (eg the
Wellingtonias in Crowley Drive) should be
preserved where possible. Any trees cut down
should be replaced in the locality with suitable
species.

for application in Alton’s older central
areas, the Conservation Areas of Anstey
and the Butts, and Holybourne
5.21 Particularly in Conservation Areas (eg The
Historic Centre, The Butts, Anstey and
Holybourne), new development should conserve
and enhance the character of the older buildings
and their setting.
5.22 The medieval street pattern and alleyways in the
historic centre should be respected by any new
development and surviving brick pavements
preserved.
5.23 Construction materials should be selected from
those in common use in this part of the town.
5.24 For walls, red brick or pale render are to be
preferred.
5.25 Windows in the 18th– and 19th–century areas
should be vertically proportioned or sub-divided
to achieve verticality, using sliding sashes where
appropriate. In the older ‘cottage’ buildings,
casement windows should have small panes.
uPVC is to be avoided especially in Conservation
Areas but, where it is adopted elsewhere, its
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Related Recommendations
These Recommendations - which cover other aspects important to the people of Alton – are given within the chapters
noted, where they arise naturally in the text in discussion of a particular theme or area. For ease of reference, they are
repeated here on separate pull-out sheets. They are recommendations but do not have the status of Non Statutory
Planning Guidance.

Chapter 3: Setting and Landscape

for the Historic Centre

R3.1 Watercourses in the town should be regularly
maintained clear of weed and debris to enhance
adequate flow and limit flooding. Wildlife surveys
should be undertaken and any necessary licences
and consence obtained before any maintenance
work is undertaken in the river.
R3.2 The varied nature of the working farmland
around the town, especially Holybourne, with its
pattern of fields and woods, trees and hedgerows,
gives the character of a rural market town. This
varied farmland should continue to be
encouraged and protected from encroaching
development.
R3.3 Landowners should be encouraged to consider
ways of maximizing biodiversity and minimizing
pollution by reducing their use of agrochemicals,
including nitrogen fertiliser.
R3.4 Existing hedgerows and unmade lanes should be
preserved, enhanced and expanded.

R5.5 The Historic Centre and the Anstey
Conservation Areas should be extended to
include the Alton County Infants School, the
Workhouse, and the former Eggar’s School.

Chapter 5: Architectural Overview
for application throughout the whole civil parish of
Alton and Holybourne
R5.1 Where surrounding fields slope towards the
town, landowners should be encouraged to
maintain existing ditches or construct new ones
or swales to direct run-off away from built-up
areas.
R5.2 Alton has many alleyways and footpaths and they
should be preserved, maintained, and adequately
lit.
R5.3 In new developments, alleyways, footpaths and
cycleways should be encouraged wherever
possible and they should link up with existing
ones to improve access across the town.
R5.4 Telecommunications equipment should be sited
sensitively so that any possible radiation does not
affect people, particularly the young or very old.
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for Newtown
R5.6 Newtown should be considered for designation
as a Conservation Area.
R5.7 The maltings building on Turk Street should be
preserved as a building of local historical
importance.
R5.8 No 32 Butts Road, the old gas works, is
currently (2008) a disfiguring derelict site on
one of the main approaches to Alton. A
welcome proposal for its redevelopment has
won a planning appeal and, hopefully, will soon
go ahead. Efforts should continue to be made
to secure ownership of the rest of the site so
that a comprehensive redevelopment can be
initiated.

for the Western residential area
R5.9 The Whitedown Estate should be considered for
designation as a Conservation Area.

for the Southern residential area
R5.10 Borovere (Borovere Lane) and Tudor Lodge
(Crowley Drive) should be considered for
Listing.

for industrial areas
R5.11 Footpaths and cycleways should be included and
clearly defined by contrasting surfacing.
R5.12 Clear signage should be introduced to enable
visitors and lorries to find their destinations
easily.

for Holybourne
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R5.13 Redevelopment of the existing commercial
areas to the south of London Road should
provide additional public open space.

Chapter 6: The Natural Environment,
Recreation, and Open Space
R6.1 Tree planting in public areas should be
continued to replace those lost from house
gardens as they are split up and become too
small for mature trees to develop their full size.
R6.2 Sports and recreation facilities should be
preserved and modernized where necessary.
These include informal play areas for children,
which should be provided in new developments.
R6.3 School playing fields should be retained.
R6.4 Public open spaces should be maintained
appropriately and mowing regimes should be
designed to conserve wild flowers and
encourage suitable biodiversity.

Chapter 7: Transport and Accessibility
R7.1 A comprehensive traffic study should be
undertaken for the whole town so that
improvements can be complementary and
coherent.
R7.2 Sustainable transport by foot, cycle and bus
should be encouraged in order to reduce future
carbon dioxide emissions.
R7.3 In order to slow the rate of increase of local
traffic and car-park congestion, bus services
between the centre and outlying areas should
be maintained and increased, perhaps using
smaller vehicles.
R7.4 Steps should be taken to improve the
pedestrian environment of the town centre.
Access should still be permitted for buses, taxis
and disabled drivers. One-way traffic along
narrowed streets is to be preferred to full
pedestrianisation and would permit more
parking (on an angle).
R7.5 The layout and design of town centre and
residential area roads should give priority to
pedestrians and cyclists and reduce vehicle
speeds.
R76 There should be weight and length restrictions
in the Historic Centre.
R7.7 New development areas should separate
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through traffic from home zones which should
perhaps include shared surfaces.
R7.8 Adequate car parking should continue to be
provided within walking distance of the town
centre and amenities.
R7.9 Developers and the Highways Agency should be
aware of The Cycle Plan for East Hampshire
(2005)
R7.10 Cycleways should only be shared with
pedestrians where there is sufficient space and
they are well separated from vehicular traffic.
R7.11 Accessibility in the streets and public spaces,
should be improved by including road crossing
facilities for disabled people, with raised crossing
points where appropriate and dropped cerbs
provided on all spur roads.
R7.12 Residential areas should be linked to retail and
work areas by footpaths, cycleways, and bus
services.
R7.13 Footpaths should be provided beside the main
roads out of town.
R7.14 Links should be maintained to the named long
distance footpaths that pass close to Alton (eg
the Hangers Way and St Swithun’s Way).
R7.15 Signage should be kept to the minimum. It
should be clear but not over-large.
R7.16 Where signage is planned in Conservation
Areas, the Conservation Officer should be
involved.
R7.17 A-boards on pavements should be limited in
number and kept out of the way of pedestrians
and the disabled. Hanging signs of appropriate
design should be encouraged.
R7.18 Trees within streets are to be encouraged for
interest and shade but should be placed to avoid
conflict with pedestrian and disabled movement.
They should also be maintained to avoid
masking signs.
R7.19 Pavements should be designed and built robustly
to be able to carry the occasional parked lorries
without the slabs cracking up, and so avoid
hindrance to pedestrian movement.
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5.26

5.27

5.28
5.29

5.30

5.31

design should be carefully considered to match
the prevailing style of the street.
Doors and Porches should suit the appearance
and construction of the building and the overall
building line. Doors are traditionally panelled,
sometimes including glazing. Mass-produced
doors are often not appropriate, particularly when
used to ‘improve’ older properties. For example,
fanlights should be part of the door frame and not
included in the door itself.
Shop Fronts should reflect the style of building in
which they are set; use of plastic is to be avoided;
hanging signs will be welcomed if appropriately
designed.
Roofing (where visible) should be in traditional
materials (plain tiles, natural slate or lead).
Dormer windows should be carefully designed in
relation to the roof in which they are set. They
should be ridged or flat, with the pitch reflecting
that of the main roof.
Chimneys are a significant architectural feature
giving character to buildings and their streetscape.
They should be preserved where possible (even if
sealed to prevent heat loss).
Streetscape: over-elaboration in selection of
surfacing material and design of hard landscaping
should be avoided; drainage across pavements
should be avoided; street furniture should be
selected with care.

for Newtown
5.32 Roofing should usually be in natural slate.
5.33 Bay windows should have their roofs at a pitch
reflecting that of the main roof and be of the
same material.
5.34 Roof extensions should respect the surrounding
styles and, generally, face away from the street
frontage.
5.35 If planning permission is needed for roof lights or
solar panels on the street frontage, then care
should be taken to achieve a measure of
uniformity along the street and respect its
character. Low-profile units should be selected.

for industrial areas
5.36 New and replacement buildings should be
designed to enhance the quality of the area.
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5.37 Landscaping and planting should be incorporated
in any new developments (e.g. as in the Omega
Estate, Wilsom Road) to provide both interest
and, where necessary, screening.
5.38 The grass verges in Mill Lane should be
landscaped to prevent parking on them by using
raised concrete planters or robust planting but
prior assessment should be made for their
biodiversity value.
5.39 Parking facilities should be provided off-road both
for workers and for visiting lorries. A few
temporary spaces should be created within the
overall verge width for visiting lorries, adjacent to
information signs.

for Holybourne.
5.40 Streetscape: the flint, brick and stone garden walls
and hedges should be preserved in streets and
lanes.
5.41 Key public views and vistas (including significant
trees) should be protected in future
developments.

Chapter 6: The Natural Environment,
Recreation and Open Space
6.1 The needs of wildlife are the concern of the
whole community and, whenever changes are
proposed, should be recognised by landowners,
householders, developers and the planning
authorities. Biodiversity should be encouraged
protected and enhanced.
6.2 Wildlife corridors should be maintained and
enhanced through the town and native
‘countryside’ trees should be favoured where
possible.
6.3 Lighting in the ‘green’ areas should be restricted
to the minimum necessary for public safety and
designed to avoid spillage and light pollution.
6.4 Where native trees are not a viable option,
consideration should be given to the use of
foreign/exotic species which are likely to be more
resistant to climate change (e.g. holm oak, cork
oak, red oak, sweet maple, ginkgo, plane, and
olive).
6.5 In car parks, consideration should be given to the
planting of fastigiate hornbeam, which avoids the
honeydew that falls from sycamore and lime onto
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parked cars.
6.6 On the edge of the built-up area, trees of native
species are preferable in order to blend in with
the surrounding countryside.
6.7 Public open spaces should be provided in a range
of character, some as parkland or garden and
some less formally arranged such as rougher
fields.
6.8 Pedestrian links across open spaces may need
lighting but, in the interests of the character of the
space and of wildlife, it should comply with Design
Guidelines 5.15 & 6.3.

Chapter 7: Transport
7.1 Cycle stands and litter bins should be designed
with care and sited to avoid conflict with
pedestrian and disabled movement. Cycle stands
of the ‘Sheffield’ or other slightly taller varieties
are to be preferred.
7.2 Bus shelters should be designed with clean simple
lines, to provide protection from wind and rain,
without drips, and out of the way of pedestrian
and wheel chair movements.
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